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The Transport Committee held a session on 12 February 2009 to find out 
whether more could have been done to keep transport services running 
following the heavy snowfall on 1 and 2 February. Representatives from 
Transport for London and the London Resilience Local Authority Panel 
responded to questions covering the following: 

• When and why the decision was taken to suspend all London bus 
services, and who took it. 

• Why the Tube network was crippled so extensively by the adverse 
weather conditions, and how preparations for bad weather can be 
improved. 

• The adequacy of consultation and cooperation between TfL, local 
authorities and other relevant organisations. 

• Whether more could have been done to support essential services such as 
hospitals. 

The committee would welcome feedback on this report. Please contact Tim 
Steer on 020 7983 4250 or tim.steer@london.gov.uk. For press enquiries 
please contact Dana Gavin on 0207 983 4603 or dana.gavin@london.gov.uk.  

Transport Committee Members 

mailto:dana.gavin@london.gov.uk
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“When men were asleep the snow came flying, 
In large white flakes falling on the city brown, 
Stealthily and perpetually settling and loosely lying, 
Hushing the latest traffic of the drowsy town.” 
 
From London Snow by Robert Bridges 

While loosely lying snow and hushed traffic was 
welcomed by thousands of children on Monday 2 
February, the disruption caused by impassable roads, treacherous 
pavements and severely curtailed public transport services was, for 
many, very serious. 

For example, we received evidence describing how members of 
hospital staff were unable to get to work so appointments and 
operations had to be postponed. The London Ambulance Service had 
to deal with an increased number of emergency calls with fewer staff 
than normal. And of course the fact that a large number of commuters 
were unable to make their journey affected London’s economy. 

The responses to our inquiry from boroughs, bus operators and 
Transport for London indicate that there is an opportunity to ensure 
that a future snowfall, particularly one so well forecasted, does not 
cause universal disruption and that a recovery takes place much faster. 
Perhaps most importantly, a plan should now be put in place detailing 
how preparation and the responses of the various parties will be better 
coordinated. For example, responsibilities for gritting and salting need 
to be allocated clearly and arrangements must be made for those links, 
including approaches to bus garages and ambulance stations, that are 
not on the normal Transport for London (TfL) or borough road 
networks. TfL should explore the feasibility of a network of key bus 
routes that would be kept running with intensive treatment. Most 
importantly, the Mayor as Chair of TfL should ensure in future that he 
is kept appropriately informed and engaged before and during a crisis. 

Reviews by TfL and the London Resilience Local Authority Panel have 
been initiated and I hope that the Committee’s inquiry will provide a 
useful starting point. The written responses are particularly 
enlightening – our sincere thanks to those who contributed. 

Valerie Shawcross AM 
Chair, Transport Committee 

Chair’s Foreword
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The weather conditions in London on 1 and 2 February  
Weather forecasts in the last week of January suggested that snow 
was likely in London and the southeast over the following weekend.  
The Meteorological Office issued its first severe weather warning at 
11.30 a.m. on Sunday 1 February outlining a 60 per cent possibility of 
5 to 10 cm of snow during the evening and overnight.  The snowfall 
that followed was the heaviest for 18 years reaching 28 cm in south 
London.1  The snow was also accompanied by freezing temperatures.   

The snowfall was also relatively unusual in that it covered the whole of 
London.  The Commissioner for Transport referred to 1963 as the last 
time remotely similar conditions were experienced in the capital. 

The scale of the disruption to the transport network and its 
effects 
Unsurprisingly these extreme weather conditions caused significant 
disruption to the capital’s transport network.2 During Sunday evening 
there were 30 bus-related accidents and some buses had to be 
abandoned at the roadside because they had become stuck.   Bus 
drivers also reported snowball attacks on vehicles, some involving 
bricks being thrown.  

At 12.10 a.m. on Monday TfL’s London Buses Network Duty Manager 
instructed the remaining bus services to return to their depots on 
completion of their current trip because of the conditions. None of the 
Monday morning bus services started running because “it was judged 
unsafe either to get buses out of the garages or, where they could, to 
get them to access their routes”.3  Some bus services resumed later in 
the day and the level of service increased as the day went on. 

Throughout Monday London Underground operated a new service 
pattern across 80 per cent of the network.  Trains were delayed across 
the network because of the bad weather and three lines were unable 
to run services in certain areas: the Jubilee line north of Waterloo; the 
western part of the District line and part of the Rayners Lane branch 
of the Piccadilly line.  

                                                 
1 See http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/corporate/pressoffice/2009/pr20090202.html  
2 This section summarises the effect on the network.  A complete description of the 
operation of individual modes is set out in Transport for London’s submission to this 
Committee reproduced at appendix 1. 
3 Peter Hendy, Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 

Background 
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The Docklands Light Railway and London Overground ran around two 
thirds of their full service on the Monday.  Tram services were 
suspended until the Wednesday morning. 

Many roads in London were impassable by Monday morning and car 
journeys were significantly restricted.  There were “not many vehicles 
of any sort in central London up to early afternoon” on Monday 2 
February.4 

Rail services into London run by the Train Operating Companies were 
also seriously disrupted.  Southeastern Trains ran no services on 2 
February and Southern ran a greatly reduced service.  Other lines were 
severely disrupted and although trains to the north of London were 
more frequent the rail companies were not able to offer an alternative 
route into London for the many commuters stranded by the snow.   

The bad weather and its impact on the transport network severely 
affected London’s businesses. The London Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry reported that 90 per cent operated below full capacity and 
more than half believed that the disruption had “a serious impact on 
their productivity”.5  There were also significant effects on the 
National Health Service in London.  For example, 5,000 appointments 
were cancelled at Guy’s and St Thomas’ hospitals alone and 
ambulance staff had to carry equipment and patients considerable 
distances to main roads. 

The Committee’s investigation 
The disruption to the transport network attracted a large amount of 
media interest and generated some criticism of the Mayor and the 
relevant transport authorities: Transport for London, and the London 
boroughs which are responsible for 95 per cent of the capital’s roads.   

The Committee therefore sought the views of the transport authorities 
and other relevant parties, such as the emergency services, to establish 
the exact effects of the bad weather and what steps were taken to 
mitigate those effects.  As Chris Duffield, Chair of the London 
Resilience Local Authority Panel, told us, “there are always lessons to 
be learnt” from such events.6  The aim of the Committee’s work is to 

                                                 
4 Peter Hendy, Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
5 “Businesses pay the price for London’s snow day”, LCCI press release, 3 February 
2009 
6 Chris Duffield, Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
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try to shed some light on what lessons those might be and inform the 
reviews which are being undertaken within the relevant authorities.   

The Committee does not seek to prejudge the results of these reviews 
and in this spirit we simply highlight in this report questions we believe 
are generated by the evidence we have received.  It is for the relevant 
authorities to answer these questions in their reviews and, if necessary, 
we will return to the issues raised when the reports are presented to 
us.  

We would also note that in examining the systems and procedures that 
were used to respond to the extreme weather conditions we should 
not lose sight of the significant contribution made by many of those 
individuals who provide public services to London.  The written 
submissions we received as part of this investigation and press reports 
highlight the significant efforts made by employees of Transport for 
London, London boroughs and the health service to get to work and 
to provide a service to Londoners.  These include examples of a bus 
driver driving for three hours to get to work, NHS staff staying 
overnight at hospitals to ensure they were available for work the 
following day, and a radiographer who travelled for eight and a half 
hours to get to work.  We place on record our gratitude on behalf of 
Londoners to all those who made such remarkable efforts in adverse 
conditions. 

The remainder of this report highlights issues that were brought out in 
the written submissions we received and from our questioning of the 
Commissioner for Transport and the Chair of the London Resilience 
Local Authority Panel.  Where we consider that there are legitimate 
questions raised about those issues we highlight them and ask that 
the reviews currently being undertaken respond directly to them.  
These issues are set out around three broad themes: the co-ordination 
of the response between the main agencies; the clarity of 
responsibility for gritting; and communications between Transport for 
London, the other agencies and the public. 
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Responsibility for London’s roads is split between Transport for 
London and the London boroughs.  Transport for London is 
responsible for five per cent of the network – the TLRN – which 
includes the major roads and carries 25 per cent of the traffic.  The 
boroughs are responsible for the remainder of the roads. 

The main tools for making roads passable in heavy snow and freezing 
conditions are salt and grit.  Much has been made of the capital’s lack 
of snow ploughs which are seen in other major cities such as New 
York.  In fact, Transport for London told us that they have 35 gritters 
with ploughs attached.  Whether there is an economic case for buying 
and maintaining more such ploughs which might only be used once in 
a generation in London seems unlikely.  As one borough told us, the 
conditions called for snow ploughs but if it had had such vehicles they 
would have “lain idle for the last 20 years”.7 

Gritting and salting of roads is of limited effect in severe weather such 
as that experienced earlier this month.  The Transport Commissioner 
told us that grit and salt gets covered quickly and compacted during 
continuous heavy snowfall.  Also, it is not wholly effective in extreme 
cold.  

That said, gritting and salting was clearly effective in making some 
London roads passable.  This raises the question of whether the co-
ordination between Transport for London and the boroughs, and 
between individual boroughs, was maximised to enable the most 
efficient response.   

The responses the Committee received suggest that the level of co-
ordination was not what it might have been.  The London Borough of 
Enfield cited “a need for greater coordination for gritting 
arrangements across borough boundaries”.8  It went on to say   
“without such coordination the efforts of those boroughs who are 
better organised are in part negated because … so far as the motoring 
and general public are concerned London is a homogenous area”.  
Similarly, the London Borough of Haringey noted “ we did not co-
ordinate with any other London Boroughs or TfL prior to the 
snowfall”.  The London Borough of Harrow highlighted “a need for a 
co-ordinated London response at an earlier stage”.   
                                                 
7 Response from the London Borough of Haringey  
 

A co-ordinated response? 
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The London Ambulance Service also noted that there were areas 
where “cooperation could have been better”. Similarly, NHS London 
reported that a key lesson learned was the need for “greater co-
ordination between London’s NHS and Transport for London and 
Local Authorities to prioritise areas for gritting, particularly around GP 
surgeries and health centres, in addition to the main access routes to 
hospitals”. 

Some boroughs argued that Transport for London should have been 
more proactive in liaising with boroughs.  For example, the London 
Borough of Lewisham said “the main issue was the relationship with 
TfL”.  The London Borough of Bexley noted that it was able to 
respond to all requests from TfL but “this all took place after the bad 
weather had arrived”.  The response from the London Borough of 
Hounslow sums up the view of the boroughs who wrote to the 
Committee: “No immediate information for boroughs, whether pan-
London or tailored to individual boroughs or sub-regions was 
forthcoming from Transport for London”.  

When questioned by this Committee on this issue, Peter Hendy, 
Transport Commissioner told us that TfL wrote to the boroughs in the 
autumn asking them to make sure that their gritting runs have the 
access roads to bus garages on them.  A number of boroughs 
confirmed that in prioritising which roads to grit those with bus routes 
on them are a high priority.   

Furthermore, it is not clear from the evidence we received what 
mechanisms were in place for liaison between Transport for London 
and the boroughs or between boroughs over the weekend of the 31st 
January and 1st February.  We were told that the London Local 
Authority Co-ordination Centre (LLAC) was established on the 
Monday. The first contact between TfL and the LLAC was at 5 p.m. on 
that day.9  Chris Duffield, Chair of the Local Resilience Local Authority 
Panel, rejected the suggestion that this was too late.  He did, however, 
acknowledge that co-ordination “probably could” have been better 
over the weekend.  The Transport Commissioner similarly noted “it 
[the Co-ordination Centre] could with value have been set up on 
Sunday”.10 

                                                 
9 Response from Transport for London 
10 Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
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One issue that came to light under questioning by the Committee11 
was that the snowfall did not constitute a level of emergency which 
would have triggered the Gold Structure within London Government.  
This system comes into effect following a major incident such as a 
terrorist attack.  It places a responsibility with a single person, the 
Gold Command, a chief executive of a London borough, for co-
ordinating the response of local authorities and brings together all the 
major parties including the emergency services in a strategic command 
centre.  There does not appear to be a mechanism for bringing 
together the relevant bodies in the event of a less serious event but 
nevertheless, in this case, one that caused severe disruption across 
London. 

 

QUESTION FOR THE REVIEW: 

 

1. Should a system be established for immediately                 
co-ordinating a response between the London boroughs, 
emergency services and Transport for London in the event of a 
similar level of disruption? 

 
 

 

Notwithstanding this apparent lack of mechanism for co-ordinating a 
response and a single point of contact representing the boroughs over 
the weekend, the question remains whether TfL could have done more 
to work with boroughs before the Monday.  The London Borough of 
Harrow reported that it received an email sent on behalf of Peter 
Hendy on the Monday requesting boroughs to be mindful of the need 
to clear the way for buses.  The London Borough of Hounslow told us 
that its emergency management control centre relied on information 
from TfL’s public website and “no further information, including 
predictions of timescales for the re-establishment of normal services 
was available”. The borough received only one written communication 
from TfL during the event.  The London Borough of Camden was in 
regular contact with TfL and noted that “contacts with greater local 
knowledge of problem areas within Camden would have been useful 
and would have helped to improve co-ordination of activity”.   
                                                 
11 http://www.london.gov.uk/assembly/webcasts.jsp  
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In its written submission to the Committee, Transport for London 
provided a detailed account of the decisions taken in relation to each 
transport mode, such as buses, the Underground and the London 
Overground network.  TfL’s underlying principle is that the decision to 
alter or suspend services should be taken locally.  These local decisions 
are “then cascaded, as appropriate through TfL line management to 
… enable management to take a strategic view of the network”.  
However, what is not clear from this account is where responsibility lay 
within TfL for overseeing the strategic response to the deteriorating 
conditions across London over the Sunday evening and night.  The 
evidence we have received from London boroughs suggests that they 
were not made aware of what the TfL management “strategic view of 
the network” was and what the response should be until late on the 
Monday. 

Peter Hendy told us that he “and others” were updated by text 
messages during the Sunday night which he collected the following 
morning noting “even I have to sleep sometimes”.12   Some parts of 
the press have, in our view unreasonably, made much of this 
statement.  However, it does raise the question of whether TfL’s 
response would have been better co-ordinated if emergency planning 
arrangements, similar to those triggered in some boroughs, had been 
employed at TfL.  This presumably would have identified a single 
senior manager within TfL who would have taken charge of reaching a 
strategic view of the effect on the transport network and the 
appropriate strategic response.  We also note in this context that the 
bus operators instigated their emergency plans during the night, which 
put senior management teams and operational incident rooms in place 
by the early hours of Monday morning.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
12 Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
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QUESTIONS FOR THE REVIEW 

 

2. Are TfL’s contingency plans sufficiently robust for such 
events? 

3. Should TfL’s contingency arrangements be changed to 
ensure a senior manager is on call to co-ordinate the response 
to severe disruptions to the whole network? 

4. Should contingency plans identify a) a senior official to act 
as the single point of contact for the London boroughs and b) 
a senior TfL manager acting as the single point of contact for 
the strategic transport system during events such as the snow 
that weekend?  

 
 

Following on from the apparent lack of a senior member of TfL’s 
management with sole responsibility for co-ordinating the response to 
the weather is the question of the point at which TfL decided to 
inform the Mayor about the situation.  TfL told us that there were a 
number of bus-related accidents during the evening of Sunday 1 
February and that the progressive decline in conditions was notified to 
the Transport Commissioner by text message during that evening.  At 
12.10 a.m. on Monday 2 February, the London Buses Network Duty 
Manager decided to withdraw all bus services.  The Transport 
Commissioner advised the Mayor of this and the fact that the morning 
services were not running at “some time after 6.00 a.m.” on the 
Monday. 

As the Transport Commissioner pointed out, the Mayor “was not able 
to do anything about it because it was a fact that the operators were 
and felt unable to operate safely”.13  It is highly questionable whether 
it is the role of elected representatives to overrule operational 
decisions especially when they are related to health and safety and 
could have put people at risk.  There is also no suggestion that the 
Mayor would have been minded to do so.   

However, the Mayor is the Chair of Transport for London and has 
strategic responsibility for a wide range of public services in London 
including the police and fire brigade.  His role as Chair of Transport for 

                                                 
13 Peter Hendy, Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
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London, in part, is to challenge senior officers about decisions that 
have been taken to help ensure that everything is being done to 
respond to unusual situations.  It is reasonable to question whether 
the Mayor could have been given the opportunity to be involved at an 
earlier stage in co-ordinating the response to what was the most 
severe disruption to the capital’s transport network in decades.   

 

QUESTION FOR THE REVIEW 

 

5. a) Was the level and timing of communication within 
Transport for London and between senior staff and the Chair 
of the TfL Board appropriate to the scale of the situation? 

b) What lessons can be learned about the protocols and 
procedures for informing, consulting and liaising with the 
Mayor when there is severe disruption to the network? 
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The submissions to this Committee also highlight areas where an 
apparent lack of clarity over responsibility for gritting may have 
contributed to problems.  The issues specifically raised were access 
routes to bus garages and ambulance stations. 

The London Ambulance Service told us that it asked some local 
authorities to assist with the clearing of driveways to ambulance 
stations.  The Service was told that these constituted private land and 
did not fall within local authorities’ responsibility. 

Similarly, the London Borough of Lewisham noted that it received 
requests from TfL to grit areas that it does not consider are its 
responsibility.  These included the access ramp to the New Cross 
depot on the A2, a TfL road, and the private Sainsbury’s site at New 
Cross Gate which is outside the borough.  The Borough noted an 
“unhelpful” assumption that it was responsible for “all gritting”.  The 
London Borough of Camden gritted a number of roads “for which TfL 
is responsible” and noted a lack of clarity around responsibility for 
maintenance of TfL footways within the borough.  The London 
Borough of Newham reported “confusion as to where the highway 
boundary was and the bus depot started”. 

The bus operators told us that the restoration of some routes was 
“delayed by access to garages”.14  They also note that many bus 
routes enter residential areas, town centres, bus only lanes and roads 
restricted to buses only.   Local authorities include these areas “as 
roads of secondary importance or less”.  The London Borough of 
Bexley felt that bus garages should “endeavour to improve their local 
contact with Councils” so that they are “able to give some 
prioritisation to them before or as soon as the bad weather arrives”. 

The evidence we received suggests some lack of clarity around the 
responsibility for and priority of access roads to bus garages and 
ambulance stations.  It is difficult to reach a definitive conclusion on 
whether greater clarity and a more timely response would have 
resulted in some bus routes being restarted more quickly on the 
Monday.  However, we note that one of the examples we have been 
given where there were difficulties, New Cross bus garage, is on a 
major trunk road network which runs into central London and includes 
St Thomas’ hospital.   

                                                 
14 Response from the London bus operators 

Blurred responsibility? 
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This raises a related question about whether more could have been 
done to prioritise routes which include, for example, major hospitals.  
Peter Hendy told the Committee that “when conditions improve what 
you want to do is to get the whole lot [buses] out”.15  While this aim is 
to be commended it seems reasonable to question whether limited 
resources in terms of gritting could have been targeted towards 
particular routes that serve hospitals to ensure they recommence first 
once the weather improves.  This is an issue we would like TfL’s review 
to consider. 

 

QUESTIONS FOR THE REVIEWS: 

 

6. What steps can be taken to clarify responsibility for access 
ramps and roads to bus garages and ambulance stations? 

7. What potential is there to prioritise recommencement of 
certain routes or parts of routes when a complete network 
breakdown has occurred? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
15 Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 
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As we note earlier in this report, a number of boroughs were critical of 
TfL and the level of co-ordination and communication it provided 
during Sunday night and early Monday.  In doing so, many point to 
the fact that they felt TfL, through the media, were at least implicitly 
blaming the boroughs for the fact that no buses were running on 
Monday morning.   

Newspaper reports on 2 February note TfL’s response to media 
enquiries about the disruption to the bus network. The Daily 
Telegraph reported that TfL was “responsible for only five per cent of 
the city’s road network … and it appeared to blame local councils for 
not keeping the other 95 per cent safe”.  The Evening Standard 
reported a spokesman for TfL saying that “the problem is getting the 
buses out of depots where the areas are maintained by councils”. 

By contrast the Transport Commissioner defended the boroughs, 
telling Radio 4’s Today programme that the local authorities had 
“deployed everything they had but it was just not enough for the 
circumstances”.  Under questioning from this Committee, he 
acknowledged that the impression may have been given that TfL held 
the boroughs responsible for the lack of buses on the Monday 
morning.  He said: “if any of my people said, ‘it’s the boroughs’ fault’ 
then I apologise for that because I do not think it is. The borough 
roads were no more passable at 5.00a.m., 6.00a.m., and 7.00a.m. than 
our own road network was”.16 

We welcome this acknowledgement and apology.  It is clear from the 
submissions we received that the early press coverage damaged what 
appear to be already difficult relationships between TfL and the 
boroughs during the response to the snow.  Some boroughs suggested 
that the issue was symptomatic of the level of communication 
between the two transport authorities.  The London Borough of 
Haringey noted that it “was not too pleased to hear that Councils were 
getting the blame”.  The London Borough of Hounslow recommended 
“TfL should work with the Boroughs on agreed communications in 
order to avoid a “blame game” in the event of a similar disruption 
episode in the future”.   

The section in TfL’s submission to the Committee on “information and 
communications planning” places great emphasis on its media 

                                                 
16 Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 

The “blame game” 
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communications strategy and the fact that its 24 hour on-call press 
officer maintained regular contact with TfL control centres and the 
City Hall Press Office.  There is however no description of any special 
arrangements TfL makes to communicate with the boroughs in such 
circumstances beyond the travel information it provides to the general 
public through its website and travel bulletin services to the media.  
Inevitably these services were under strain and boroughs told us they 
were relying on these services for information from TfL. 

TfL told us about the huge demand on its on-line services and call 
centre: the TfL website delivered 2.5 million page views between 
7.00a.m. and 8.00a.m. on 2nd February; and call volumes to the TfL 
call centre increased by 135 per cent with a record 1,083 calls 
answered in one hour on the Monday morning.   

Members received complaints from constituents about difficulties 
getting an answer from the call centre and accessing the TfL website. 
This is perhaps inevitable given the demands on these services and we 
note that the TfL systems appeared to hold up better under these 
pressures than many of the equivalent services offered by, for 
example, the rail companies.  This was a strong test of the robustness 
of TfL’s mechanisms to communicate with the public and the review is 
an opportunity to examine what, if anything, could be done in the 
future to improve the dissemination of information to the public. 

 

QUESTION FOR THE REVIEW: 
8. What lessons have TfL learned about a) the effectiveness 
of its emergency communications with the boroughs out of 
normal working hours? b) how it ensures a consistent 
message about responsibilities and responses and c) the 
effectiveness of its methods of relaying information to the 
public during severe disruption of the service? 
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Severe disruption to the transport network during and after the 
snowfall of 1 and 2 February was inevitable.  The conditions 
experienced on those days were extreme.  Peter Hendy noted that 
“given the conditions” he doubted whether “much difference” could 
have been made had things been done differently.17  This is a view 
that is supported by at least some of the boroughs. 

While the conditions meant that disruption was inevitable, our 
investigation has highlighted a need for better co-ordination between 
the boroughs, TfL and the emergency services; a lack of clarity of 
responsibility for gritting in certain key areas; and raises questions 
about the level and quality of communication between the 
organisations trying to deliver a service to Londoners on 2 February.  
There is evidence to suggest that improvements in these areas could 
have speeded up the process by which services were restarted once 
the snow had stopped. 

We welcome the commitment of the London Resilience Local 
Authority Panel and Transport for London to review the events of 1 
and 2 February with a view to identifying any lessons that might be 
learned.   

Disruption of the scale seen on 2 February is rare and it is incumbent 
on those responsible for transport in London to ensure that everything 
that could have been done to resume services as quickly as possible 
was done and that the right decisions were made about priorities in a 
complex situation.  If and when London experiences extreme 
conditions again it is to be hoped that the lessons learned from 1 and 
2 February will be applied.  Answering the questions posed by this 
report would go some way to ensuring that these lessons are identified 
and we look forward to seeing them addressed in the forthcoming 
reviews.  

                                                 
17 Transport Committee meeting transcript, 12 February 2009 

Conclusion
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1. Should a system be established for immediately co-
ordinating a response between the London boroughs, 
emergency services and Transport for London in the event of a 
similar level of disruption? 
 
2. Are TfL’s contingency plans sufficiently robust for such 
events? 
 
3. Should TfL’s contingency arrangements be changed to 
ensure a senior manager is on call to co-ordinate the response 
to severe disruptions to the whole network? 
 
4. Should contingency plans identify a) a senior official to act 
as the single point of contact for the London boroughs and b) 
a senior TfL manager acting as the single point of contact for 
the strategic transport system during events such as the snow 
that weekend? 
 
5. a) Was the level and timing of communication within 
Transport for London and between senior staff and the Chair 
of the TfL Board appropriate to the scale of the situation? 
b) What lessons can be learned about the protocols and 
procedures for informing, consulting and liaising with the 
Mayor when there is severe disruption to the network? 
 
6. What steps can be taken to clarify responsibility for access 
ramps and roads to bus garages and ambulance stations? 
 
7. What potential is there to prioritise recommencement of 
certain routes or parts of routes when a complete network 
breakdown has occurred? 
 
8. What lessons have TfL learned about a) the effectiveness of 
its emergency communications with the boroughs out of 
normal working hours? b) how it ensures a consistent message 
about responsibilities and responses and c) the effectiveness 
of its methods of relaying information to the public during 
severe disruption of the service? 

Appendix 1  Questions for the 
TfL and London Resilience 
Authority Panel Reviews 
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TfL response 
 
1. Forward planning for severe weather events undertaken by TfL  
2. Operational response and performance since Sunday, 1 February  
3. Travel information  
 
1. Forward planning for severe weather events  
 
General approach to network resilience  
 
Each of TfL’s operational modes (London Underground, Surface Transport and London Rail) 
prepares resilience plans for severe weather. While each mode has distinct operational 
considerations, the underlying principle is that the decision to alter or suspend services should 
be taken locally. Operational managers are best placed to evaluate local conditions, drawing 
upon both technical expertise and experience, before making a decision to modify or suspend 
services. Services are only modified or suspended when it is no longer possible to operate 
normally, for example where there is an unacceptable risk to the travelling public and/or 
operational assets.  
 
The decision to alter or suspend services is then cascaded, as appropriate, through TfL line 
management. This enables management to take a strategic view of the network – allowing the 
coordination of other services to minimise disruption or to anticipate the likely impact of 
suspensions on other parts of the transport network.  
 
Operational resilience planning  
 
Surface Transport  
TfL coordinates streets and bus operations respectively through the London Traffic Control 
Centre (LTCC) and CentreComm – the London Buses 24-hour control room. CentreComm does 
not control the individual bus services, which are the responsibility of the bus contractors, but 
provides overall co-ordination and responds to emergency situations. At all times there is a 
Network Duty Manager at CentreComm on duty and out-of-hours they are the most senior bus 
person on duty. In addition, London Buses has an “on call” duty manager who can be contacted 
in the event of a “serious” incident on the network.  
 
TfL has the following equipment available through its Highway and Maintenance Works 
Contractors (HMWC) contracts for winter maintenance on the TLRN:  
 
• 35 gritters with ploughs  
• 8 footway quad bikes  
• 15 hand trolleys  
• 10 incident response units  
• 20 subway salting vehicles  
• 42 pedestrian footway spreader hand units  
 
London Buses also stores an appropriate amount of grit to ensure that its bus stations (e.g. 
Victoria bus station) and key bus stands can be kept open for use by the public and generally 
undertakes this with manual salt spreaders using its own staff.  

Appendix 2  Responses
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As part of preparation for inclement winter weather, on 31 October 2008, TfL wrote to all 
borough Chief Executives asking their assistance to keep bus routes and bus stands clear of 
snow and ice. This letter highlighted that many buses do not operate on the strategic road 
network, but on the roads for which the 33 London Boroughs are responsible.  
 
London Underground and London Rail 
Well rehearsed procedures focussed around special forecasts from the Meteorological office 
dictate the level of response. These include the management of key staff for control rooms and 
signalling, revision of engineering work to prevent snow and ice forming on conductor rails, 
running trains throughout the night laying de-icing fluid on the rails, heating points and 
crossings to maintain their operational integrity and removing ice and snow from platforms.  
 
Travel information and communications planning  
 
Each autumn, the TfL Press Office reviews its media communications strategy and prepares a 
draft media brief to use in the event of severe winter weather. In light of the weekend weather 
forecast, the brief was refreshed. 
 
TfL also has a 24 hour on-call press officer who in the event of serious operational events 
maintains regular contact with TfL control centres and the City Hall Press Office.  
 
Up to the minute information on TfL services is also provided directly to key media, including 
BBC, ITV, commercial radio stations and travel bulletin services to media, to ensure they have 
the latest information on how services are running to advise Londoners and transport users. This 
ensures that real-time travel information is available to widest possible audience and direct to 
Londoners via their chosen and trusted media outlets.  
 
Real time travel information is also, of course, provided via the TfL website, www.tfl.gov.uk, 
with London Underground services shown on the front page and the Live Travel News tab 
providing a link to the latest real time travel information on all TfL services.  
 
2. Operational response and performance  
 
Surface Transport  
 
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
LTCC liaised with TfL’s Highways Maintenance and Works Contractors (HMWC) to assure the 
effectiveness of the extensive gritting on the TLRN on Sunday and through Sunday night, and, 
in accordance with procedures, liaised with CentreComm, and initially boroughs to attempt to 
prioritise bus garage access roads and bus routes within their local authorities. Gritting was 
undertaken on Sunday through Sunday night as follows:  
 
• South at 1400, 1830 and 2200 on Sunday (and 0300, 0500 and 1000 on Monday)  
• North at 1200, 1800 and 2200 on Sunday (and 0100, 0400, 0630 and 0900 on Monday)  
• Central at 1400, 2000 and 2330 on Sunday (and 0230 and 0615 on Monday).  
 
On Sunday night right across London heavy snow fell which coupled with the freezing 
temperature made driving conditions increasingly difficult. This was monitored by LTCC and 
CentreComm which have access to around 1,400 cameras. CentreComm also receives reports 
from bus drivers and bus companies. In this way, a comprehensive and up-to-date picture of the 
road conditions was maintained throughout the night.  
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From 1940 on Sunday, LTCC began to set Variable Message Signs (VMS) across London in 
response to specific incidents. LTCC also ensured that the travel news media was updated. 
 
Over the course of the evening and night, progressively deteriorating conditions were observed 
across London, which resulted in a number of significant incidents. Key incidents are bulleted 
below, with further detail provided in the following paragraphs:  
 
• 30 bus-related accidents between 1830 and 0010  
• 22 further accidents (not involving buses) reported by drivers  
• 142 logged emergency calls between 1830 and 0010 (plus 150 unanswered calls due to call 
volume)  
• 33 calls from bus drivers reporting snowball attacks on vehicles  
• Metropolitan Police closed the Isle of Dogs to all traffic at about 2100  
• Bus operators started to withdraw individual services between 2200 and 2300 because 
individual roads had become unsafe to drive buses on  
• VMS was set network wide at 0720 on Monday morning advising extreme caution  
 
On the cameras, CentreComm was observing buses skidding and losing control on the ice. As an 
example, in The Strand a bus was observed skidding into a bus stop and hitting a pedestrian. 
Centrecomm was receiving an increasing number of radio calls from drivers across all areas of 
London, experiencing difficulty climbing hills and accessing bus stops. Between 1830 and 0010, 
there were 30 bus-related accidents reported to CentreComm due to the snow and ice. There 
were others that were not reported in real-time to CentreComm, but instead were reported to 
local bus garages. Bus drivers reported an additional 22 accidents not involving buses.  
 
There were 142 logged emergency calls between 1830 and 0010 from bus drivers regarding bad 
road conditions right across London to CentreComm, some of which highlighted that there were 
several other buses stuck or unable to proceed due to road closures. In addition, there were a 
large number of instances where it was not possible to make contact with the driver due to the 
shear volume of incoming calls. At one point there were 150 calls from drivers requesting 
assistance held in the radio system waiting to be answered. This is unprecedented.  
 
There were 33 calls from bus drivers reporting serious malicious attacks on buses, mainly by 
youths, such as snowballs with bricks inside them.  
 
At around 2100 the MPS closed the Isle of Dogs due to the unsafe icy road conditions trapping 
6 buses.  
 
At around 2200 to 2300, a number of operators withdrew individual services because individual 
roads had become unsafe to drive buses on. In view of this, CentreComm requested operators to 
provide an update on the level of service remaining in operation.  
 
Some buses became stuck due to the road conditions and were unable to return to their 
respective garages, and were abandoned at the road-side and not available for service on 
Monday.  
 
At 0010 the London Buses Network Duty Manager, in conjunction with the On Call Manager, 
decided to instruct the remaining bus services on completion of the current trip (so passengers 
could complete their journey) to return out of service to the garage as soon as practical because 
the roads were becoming impassable, the high risk of an increasing number of bus accidents, to 
allow gritting lorries unimpeded access to the road network, to ensure the bus service could re-
start as soon as road conditions allowed and to ensure buses were not abandoned at the 
roadside.  
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London Underground was contacted and arrangements were made for bus passengers to be 
carried on the Underground until close of traffic.  
 
TfL Press Office and Real-time Information Service were informed of this at 0030 (Monday). 
The TfL on-call press officer was despatched to the LU Network Operations Centre to collate 
information from across all operations centres throughout the night and to prepare media 
briefings for the early morning. 
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
An assessment of the road conditions was made by bus operators at around 0400-0500 and it 
became apparent that due to the unusually heavy snow fall, even those local roads that had 
been extensively gritted were iced over with deep snow. This made it impossible to get buses 
out of most bus garages, many of which are located some distance from the main road network. 
Where it was possible to get buses out from garages, many roads were still impassable due to 
snow and ice. There was no general instruction not to operate the day service; it was simply not 
possible to do so due to the road conditions.  
 
A constant assessment of the local road conditions was made by the local bus operators who are 
best placed to assess the road conditions on the roads they serve. This information was co-
ordinated by CentreComm who passed on requirements for gritting to either the London Traffic 
Control Centre or direct to the local boroughs. Individual garages were also in contact with local 
authorities.  
 
Guidance was given throughout the day to the bus companies that where they where able to 
operate bus services they should do so and inform CentreComm so accurate information could 
be provided to the public regarding the bus service that was operating.  
 
Buses began to leave garages from about 1030-1100, and as Monday progressed more buses 
were able to operate and by 1800 there were 1,700 buses operating across London.  
 
During Monday, boroughs were contacted by LTCC to ascertain their gritting arrangements and 
forward plans. It became clear that the Boroughs, whilst supportive, were working flat out on 
their own Borough principal roads, and could not guarantee immediate priority towards the bus 
service.  
 
As the day progressed and boroughs encountered difficulty in supporting bus operations, four 
of TfL’s HMWC gritters with ploughs were deployed to assist bus operations on local borough 
roads.  
 
The TLRN was treated with 920 tonnes of grit on Sunday 1 February, 2,240 tonnes on Monday 
2 February and 920 tonnes on Tuesday 3 February (excluding footways, which were also 
gritted). In total there were 490 gritting runs, which commenced midday on Sunday.  
 
TfL received the first request from boroughs for assistance with grit supply on Monday morning, 
when Hammersmith & Fulham advised directly that they had run out. TfL’s HMWCs were able to 
assist with 50 tonnes supply, but were obviously concerned about impact the on stocks for the 
TLRN. 
 
TfL (Directorate of Road Network Management) contacted the Highways Agency (HA) (Derek 
Turner) on Monday afternoon to establish whether HA could assist boroughs with grit supplies. 
HA responded at 1830 by offering 500 tonnes from Scratchwood depot. HMWC collected 480 
tonnes by midnight and took this to Beddington Lane for either collection or delivery to London 
boroughs.  
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In all, TfL assisted the boroughs with grit supplies as follows:  
 
• Hammersmith & Fulham 50T  
• Sutton 58T  
• Southwark 82T  
• Lambeth 24T (+50T Wed, 4 Feb)  
• Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea 57T  
• Waltham Forest 50T  
• and also treated the Croydon Tram network with 5T  
 
By Monday evening, TfL’s contractors were treating all accesses to bus garages in London, over 
40 of which are on local borough roads.  
 
TfL Streets first made contact with the London Local Authority Coordination Centre (LLAC), 
Andrew Pritchard, around 5pm on Monday. LLACC advised they were coordinating requests of 
assistance with grit supplies from London Boroughs. LLACC subsequently agreed to coordinate 
feedback with boroughs and CentreComm on where gritting was needed to assist with bus 
operations.  
 
Tuesday, 3 February 2009  
Services operated on all routes except where road conditions were still considered dangerous. 
Nine routes were still suspended as at 1500, with a few more routes are subject to diversions. 
More than 95 per cent of the network (more than 650 routes) ran normally.  
 
Wednesday, 4 February and Thursday, 5 February 2009  
A request was made by TfL on Wednesday morning for LLACC to meet TfL to agree process and 
overlap between LLACC, CentreComm and LTCC for the potential adverse weather event for 
Thursday and Friday (5 and 6 February).  
 
TLRN current stock levels of grit are 2,650 tonnes, with 2,920 tonnes on order. TfL is working 
with boroughs to keep up-to-date information on their local grit stocks with assistance from the 
LLACC.  
 
In the event of further adverse weather events, TfL gritters will be used to grit bus garage 
access roads.  
 
London Underground  
 
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
Overnight engineering works were postponed on the Tube network to allow Tube and 
engineering trains fitted with de-icing equipment to continually run across the above ground 
sections of the network. Points heaters were switched on to prevent points from icing. London 
Underground and Tube Lines worked hard to keep as many points and crossings clear of ice and 
snow. Tube maintenance workers released by the cancellation of overnight engineering works 
not only supported efforts to keep tracks clear of snow, but were deployed to grit platforms.  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
London Underground faced the same challenges of any London business on 2 February in 
getting its employees to work, both drivers to depots and station staff on stations, as a result of 
the heavy snowfall in the early hours of 2 February.  
 
LU was successful in keeping the stations open for the most part. Throughout the day, LU 
modified the service pattern so as to husband available drivers in order to deliver service 
throughout the day over most of the network. LU�s electronic service boards proved to make 
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things appear worse than they were, with line after line of "Part Suspended" in distinctive blue, 
when actually a new service pattern resulted in passenger service being maintained across the 
network with three exceptions:  
 
1. Jubilee Line north of Waterloo  
2. District Line on the west side of the Circle between Earl's Court and Edgware Road and 
Olympia and out on the Richmond Branch, which is maintained by Network Rail;  
3. Rayners Lane branch of the Piccadilly Line between Rayners Lane and Acton Town (beyond 
Rayners Lane to Uxbridge, the Metropolitan Line was running most of the time). 
 
Across the rest of the network, we suffered delays from various causes on all lines, many 
weather related, but these were dealt with and service was restored in each case. Service 
intervals were elongated throughout the day on some segments given the service patterns and 
weather. However, parts of the press consistently reported most of the lines were suspended, 
when, in fact, LU delivered service over approximately 80 per cent of the network, with the 
service delivered exceeding demand. More detail on changes to the service pattern and the 
performance of each line is provided below.  
 
The service pattern changes largely followed an approach of simplifying the network so as to 
avoid intermingling service and to shorten runs where possible. This meant travellers would have 
to transfer between lines instead of having a run-through service available. For example, all 
Metropolitan trains were turned at Baker Street in order to avoid trapping them in the city and 
leave time for the longer run times in the open.  
 
LU ran the H&C to Liverpool Street and left the run to Barking to the District line. LU ran the 
District line from Wimbledon to Upminster, exclusively, because that is the core of the 
passenger load. Because LU was not running the Circle Line, this left a service gap on the west 
side of the Circle because LU was also not running Wimbledon to Edgware Road.  
 
The Central Line service on the Hainault loop was curtailed between Hainault and Woodford on 
the outer rail because of a stalled train.  
 
The Piccadilly Line ran between Cockfosters and Heathrow, without any service on the Rayners 
Lane Branch because the Underground has notorious problems in the Sudbury Hill area when it 
snows and it seemed better to use the drivers to support the Heathrow service rather than 
consume them with long, frustrated runs up the branch.  
 
Bakerloo service was confined to the LU network for most of the day, Queen's Park to Elephant 
& Castle. London Rail ran north of Queen's Park, which was avoided for fear of the fourth rail 
conditions on Network Rail and concern that if trains were sent north and they had operating 
problems, the line for London Rail would be blocked.  
 
Northern Line ran throughout the day with extended intervals at times because of the difficulty 
in getting drivers in at the southern depot, Morden. There was good attendance at the northern 
depots, however, which allowed service to be maintained on all branches.  
 
The Victoria and Waterloo & City lines ran a good service all day (although the W&C had a late 
start-up because we had to move drivers from the Central at Leytonstone and only did so after 
getting in enough drivers to offer a decent service on the Central Line.). Those lines are all in 
tunnel, although the Victoria Line's depot, Northumberland Park, is in the open, so it was not 
done wholly without effort.  
 
The biggest single service failure on the day had nothing to do with the extraordinary 
precipitation and was the most significant gap on the core network. At 0500, a Jubilee Line 
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train went defective near West Hampstead, losing its air (this fleet has had problems with its air 
system, which became obvious at the time the seventh car was added). Tube Lines struggled all 
day to move the defective train and a second "rescue" train that became defective for the same 
reason. A third Jubilee train suffered the same defect at Wembley Park. The trains blocked the 
main until the evening, by which time rail conditions to the north were too difficult to restart 
service. The Jubilee was suspended from Waterloo to Stanmore, as a result, for most of the day. 
At the other end of the line, service was ragged in the morning because of delay in getting 
drivers in and service was mostly confined to Stratford to London Bridge. As the service built up, 
it was extended to Waterloo and finally to Finchley Road after the incident trains were moved 
north in the early evening.  
 
All incidents other than those described above are listed below:  
 
6.46 - stalled train at Osterley, moved at 7.50  
6.56 - points failure at Finchley Central, resolved at 8.36  
6.11 - points failure Watford Junction, service resumed at 7.59  
7.02 - stalled train at Greenford, service resumed at 9.44  
7.18 - stalled train at Oakwood, interrupting service north of Arnos Grove until 12.35  
7.25 - points failure at Whitechapel, service resumed at 9.10 following wrong direction move  
8.37 - defective train at Barking  
8.44 - points failure at Watford Junction again, resolved at 10.23  
12.27 - points failure at Stratford, resolved at 13.30  
17.05 - points failure at Woodford Junction, through service resumed at 19.11 18.09 - driver 
taken ill with possible heart attack at Knightsbridge, service restored at 18.25  
17.20 - signal failure at Bromley by Bow, points secured for through running, clear signals at 
21.30, when the route was unsecured  
21.00 - fire alert Westminster, resolved at 21.39  
22.51 - signal failure at Holborn, through service restored at 23.36  
 
Tuesday, 3 February 2009  
After deploying hundreds of extra track personnel through the night, full service was restored 
on 3 February with three exceptions.  
 
1. Service on the Bakerloo Line was confined to the LU network because of concern about the 
fourth rail condition north of Queen's Park on Network Rail  
 
2. At 0539 a train became stalled at High Street Kensington as a result of conductor rail 
conditions. This track was not used the prior day, and although cleared overnight, the 
preparations proved inadequate, requiring hand scrapping of the rails. Service was restored at 
1211.  
 
3. Finally, a train became stalled at 0740 as it entered a siding at Plaistow, blocking service on 
the eastbound main of the District Line until 0915. This caused delay but we were able to still 
move the tidal flow westbound during the peak.  
 
The only other incident of note occurred throughout the day with intermittent signal failures on 
the Wimbledon Branch as a result of a cable failure, which caused congestion westbound during 
the peak. The cable was replaced in engineering hours. Otherwise, it was largely an ordinary day 
for the Underground.  
 
London Rail  
 
Summary: DLR and Overground ran around two thirds of their full service on Monday, keeping 
virtually their whole networks open even at the height of the disruption. DLR and Overground 
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both ran a normal service yesterday. Trams were severely affected by the most serious snowfall 
since the network opened in 2000 but with a huge amount of work including manual clearing of 
street sections, a full service was restored from first thing Wednesday morning.  
 
Modal Directors (DLR, Overground and Trams) worked well with their private sector operators 
and partners and were coordinated through two-hourly updates managed by the Chief 
Operating Officer. There were a number of examples of exceptional commitment throughout LR 
and its operators including voluntary reporting for duty and long shifts manually clearing 
platforms and tracks.  
 
LR has well developed information and incident paging, messaging and escalation arrangements 
for normal operations, based around the three modal controls (DLR, Overground and Trams). 
These worked very well throughout and were supplemented throughout Monday and Tuesday 
by two hourly updates coordinated by the Chief Operating Officer.  
 
DLR  
 
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
DLR and its operator Serco have well rehearsed winter weather plans. The decision was taken 
over the weekend to run all night services, ensure extra staff was available and identify 
vulnerabilities based on staff that had difficult journeys to work.  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
DLR infrastructure held up very well, as anticipated, with the only significant problems being 
adhesion on the 5% gradient out of Bank Tunnel where two trains stalled and had to be 
removed from service. This was resolved by manual application of „sandite� later in the day. DLR 
operated 77.4% of services on Monday and had relatively high loadings, particularly from 
Lewisham and Woolwich where South East Trains services were suspended. In the afternoon a 
small number of stations were closed as snow build up and staff were not available to clear them 
(DLR stations are normally un-staffed) this was undoubtedly a correct decision as the resources 
were then available to implement overnight precautions  
 
Tuesday, 3 February 2009 
99.1% of all scheduled services ran on Tuesday (1.1% above the normal), “good weather” 
target for DLR, which in the circumstances is a considerable achievement. 
 
Overground  
 
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
DLR Overground, its operator, LOROL, and partner Network Rail have plans for winter weather. 
Again, NR continued to operate trains through Sunday night to avoid snow and ice building up 
and plans were made to ensure as many staff as possible were available. NR did well to keep all 
17 signal boxes open throughout.  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009 
Overground was able to run 60% of trains scheduled with the only service withdrawal being the 
West London Line for part of the day when crew shortages and a points failure at Willesden lead 
to rational decision to „clip� the points and prioritise the busier Richmond-Stratford route. The 
principal constraint on operating more services was the inability of crews to get to work by 
private transport of by other national rail operators which had suspended services. Similar 
arrangements were very successfully put in place on Monday/Tuesday night.  
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Tuesday, 3 February 2009  
99% of the schedule was operated on Tuesday (the number of scheduled trains was also 
reduced by 5%, so 94% of „full� services ran) with all of the network and stations open.  
 
Trams 
  
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
Tram services were suspended on Sunday/Monday night as points froze/became clogged with 
compacted snow. Normally trams running all night keep the tracks sufficiently clear and services 
are generally very robust. However, this was the most significant and concentrated snowfall 
since the opening of the network in 2000 and once snow had built up on platforms and tracks a 
huge amount of manual clearing was required to restart services. In particular the pressure 
sensitive lifeguard device (which sits at the front of each trams to protect pedestrians) can be 
triggered by compacted snow and on the street running sections there was a serious concern of 
ice building in the grooves (the track is different to normal rail) and potentially derailing a 
vehicle.  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
Because of these issues, services did not operate on Monday. Manual clearance took place as far 
as Wimbledon during Monday and trams were run all night to keep the line clear.  
 
Tuesday, 3 February 2009  
During Tuesday teams of staff from the operator, TOL, and from Carillion (as well as TfL Street 
Management contractors) worked to clear central Croydon and restart services through the 
central loop. On Tuesday night further staff, including considerable additional contract labour 
manually cleared the remaining sections so that a full service could operate on Wednesday 
morning.  
 
Looking forward 
Whilst only the most exceptional weather conditions are not covered by existing arrangements, 
closer arrangements are being put in place with LB Croydon and TfL Street Management to 
assist in keeping town centre tram tracks clear at the same time as they as work on adjoining 
roads and also investigating the more extensive use of ice clearing chemicals to prevent build up 
on tracks.  
 
3. Travel information and communications management  
 
The section below covers media handling, online services, call centre activity, Oyster Helpline, 
activities of the London Resilience Team Strategic Communications Group and other 
government and stakeholder engagement over the period 1-3 February 2009.  
 
Media Coverage  
 
Sunday, 1 February 2009  
The Press Office was notified of the decision to suspend bus services just after midnight on 
Sunday evening. The on-call press officer was dispatched to the Network Operations Centre 
arriving at approximately 0130. The press office was in contact with CentreComm and the LTCC 
throughout the night in order to pull together an accurate picture of services for media outlets.  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009 The Press Office started to field calls from media at around 0400. The 
first press release was issued at 0700, providing an overview of services across the network at 
that time. Throughout the day, TfL officials conducted a number of pre-recorded and live 
interviews with the following media outlets:  
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• BBC News 24  • LBC Radio  
 

• BBC London TV  
 

• IRN  
 

• BBC London Radio  
 

• ITV  
 

• BBC World Service  
 

• PA Video  
 

• BBC Radio 4 (The World at One)  
 

• Sky News  
 

• Channel 4 News  
 
 
The Press Office proactively monitored coverage and repeatedly engaged with key media to 
ensure they continue to have the correct information. In addition, the Press Office issued 
advisory travel bulletins to key media throughout the day (0700, 0830, 1030, 1300, 1530, and 
1730).  
 
Tuesday, 3 February 2009  
On Tuesday the focus of the media shifted from service levels to TfL�s handling of the adverse 
weather conditions. TfL officials conducted a number of pre-recorded and live interviews with 
the following media outlets:  
 

• BBC News 24  • ITV  
 

• BBC London Radio  
 

• Sky News  
 

• LBC Radio (Ferrari)  
 

• BBC Radio 4 Today  
 

 
The Press Office focused on delivering the following key messages:  
 
• A good service is currently operating across the vast majority of the Tube and bus networks  
• We continue to work with London boroughs asking them to focus their gritting resources on 
problem areas  
• Transport for London staff have been working through the night to ensure that as many 
services as possible are operating  
 
The Press Office issued a number of advisory travel bulletins to key media (0600, 0745, 1130, 
and 1700).  
 
Online Services  
 
Website traffic to TfL services was the highest ever experienced. Nearly 18 million pages of 
travel information were viewed. The chart below compares this incident with others, including 7 
July 2005. Over 2.5 million page views were delivered between 0700 and 0800 on 2 February – 
the highest hourly volume ever. 1.5 million individuals visited the site during the day. Many 
visited more than once, meaning that in total there were 2.3 million visits to the site.  
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Call Centre Activity  
 
Travel Information Contact Centre  
The disruption due to recent bad weather had a significant impact on call volumes into the 
Travel Information Contact Centre (TICC).  
 
Volumes against business as usual�at this time of year increased by 135 per cent.  
 
The total number of calls offered on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday have been matched only by 
times of widespread industrial action. Between 1000 and 1100 on Monday a new TICC record of 
1,083 calls answered was achieved.  
 
Customers unable to get through immediately were given a message redirecting them to 
alternate services such as our website and mobile Journey Planner options.  
 
Oyster Helpline  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
Call volumes on 2 February were lower than usual. A recorded message explained that anyone 
calling about a maximum fare overcharge need take no action as they would be refunded the 
next time they travelled.  
 
London Resilience Team Strategic Communications Group  
 
The London Resilience Team Strategic Communications Group (LRT-SCG) was also invoked on 
the morning of Monday, 2 February with the first teleconference call taking place at 1000. TfL 
Press Office attended and it was agreed that, as transport provision was the key issue, TfL 
should be the operational lead in liaison with media and messages to public. TfL attended 
further LRT-SCG conference calls at 1200 and 1600 on Monday, as well as a final conference 
call at 1000 on Tuesday, 3 February.  
 
Government and stakeholder relations  
 
Monday, 2 February 2009  
Throughout the day, TfL Government and Stakeholder Relations provided up-to-date 
information to key stakeholders, including:  
 
• All London Members of Parliament  
• All London Assembly Members  
• Private Office to Rt Hon Liam Byrne MP, Cabinet Office Minister  
• Private Office to the Rt Hon Geoff Hoon MP, Secretary of State for Transport  
• London TravelWatch  
• London First  
• CBI  
• London Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI)  
• New West End Company (NWEC)  
• Age Concern London  
• Network Rail  
• All Central London Business Improvement Districts (BIDS)  
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London bus operators response  
 
This letter is in response to your request for information dated 5th February 2009, as many of 
the issues that individual operators faced were similar this reply is compiled with contributions 
from the main TfL operators in London.  
 
The responses reflect the headings of your letter:  
 
1. A description of the preparation for and response to the snowfall, including the 
roles of and contact between bus operators, TfL and local authorities.  
 
Before answering this question in detail you should be aware that all operators have Major 
Incident and Emergency Plans that deal with all aspects of our operations, from serious 
accidents, terrorist action, demonstrations, diversions, floods, fires, fuel shortages and staff 
availability problems such as outbreaks of flu etc. Included in these plans are the actions to take 
in the event of adverse weather. These plans are tested at regular intervals and in recent years 
called into play for a number of incidents.  
 
Most operators use the Gold, Silver and Bronze command structure, in the case of East London 
Bus Group (ELBG), one of the directors assumes Gold command with General Managers Silver, 
at regional level and local garage managers at Bronze level.  
 
All of the operators were aware of the worsening weather conditions and the forecast was that 
snow would fall during the early hours of Monday and had made arrangements for the senior 
management teams to start earlier than normal on Monday and their incident rooms to be set 
up to deal with diversions, staff issues and road conditions.  
 
Observations during Sunday were that gritting was being carried out by all local authorities, the 
operators have their own local contact with authorities but other than requesting additional 
gritting once an event has started, the main contact with the authorities is via TfL, operators 
understand this and usually convey their problems via Centrecomm for onward transmission to 
the authorities or via London Buses Network Operations.  
 
From the responses from the operators it was clear that we all expected adverse weather to 
cause some disruption, we had implemented our emergency plans and we were expecting to 
have to adjust service levels to reflect the conditions on Monday.  
 
All operators have indicated that their engineering staff were asked to ensure that garage 
premises were gritted and that vehicles on site should be started in advance of the Monday 
services leaving the garage.  
 
The snowfall began late Sunday evening and was much heavier than anticipated and our 
collective reactions to this are described in the next bullet point.  
 
2. Details of the decision to suspend bus services, including who made the decision, 
when and on what basis, and who was consulted and informed and when.  
 
The worst of the snowfall and therefore the biggest issues started to arise from 21:OO hrs. 
onwards. It was obvious to our supervisors and managers on duty that the road conditions had 
deteriorated to such an extent that operating buses was becoming extremely hazardous, reports 
were reaching garages via telephone calls, band 3 radio/iBus and from Centrecomm that driving 
even on level roads was difficult and that any incline was almost impossible, the volume of snow 
had clearly defeated the amount of grit that had been laid.  
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Reports of buses in difficulty all around London, in Piccadilly, Hampstead Heath, Canning Town, 
Orpington, Chingford, Isle of Dogs, Brixton, South Nomood, Lewisham and Greenwich to name 
but a few. Diversions to avoid the worst areas were almost impossible and a few minor accidents 
with buses had been reported, along with a series of non bus accidents blocking roads in some 
areas. Drivers were, quite rightly, concerned for their safety and that of any passengers and 
other road users.  
 
A number of operators' buses were stranded unable to return to garages, for example ELBG had 
three route 51 buses stuck at Orpington for 24 hours and had to use a recovery vehicle to 
rescue them.  
 
Information on the increasing problems was relayed to Centrecomm and within the senior 
management teams of operators by supervisors and managers on duty. Many operators had 
begun to withdraw services in the worst affected areas in the late evening. The decision to 
request all buses to return to their respective garages, once they had completed their current 
journey and set down passengers, was made by Centrecomm at around midnight. The view of 
the London Bus Operators' MD's is that this was a decision that we fully agree with and was 
made with the benefit of local operators and drivers feeding in information.  
 
The collective view is that if Centrecomm had not made the call then it would have happened 
across London anyway and all the individual operators would have done so on the grounds of 
safety and to avoid significant numbers of buses and drivers becoming trapped across London. 
As it was, it was impossible to recover all the buses that night even with the decision being 
made at around midnight.  
 
Following the call to return vehicles to garages there was further indication from Centrecomm 
was that the position would be reviewed at around 03:OO hrs to see if conditions had improved.  
 
By this time all operators have indicated that their senior management teams were either in 
place or on their way and that Emergency Incident Plans had been activated, for ELBG I can give 
examples of garage managers leaving home at 02:OO hrs to make their way to their garages, our 
incident room was set up at Romford by 05:OO hrs and was in contact with Centrecomin, our 
General Managers and Directors.  
 
Operators' employees were advised to come to work, in some case to the nearest facility, head 
office staff and driving instructors reporting to garages.  
 
3. An assessment of what would be required to continue the operation of buses 
through a snowfall.  
 
This can be divided into three main areas, staff, vehicles and road conditions.  
 
Staff  
 
All operators have reported high levels of staff turnout, driver attendance was between 80% -
90% depending on garage locations, there are reports of drivers walking long distances to get 
to work, some abandoning their cars en route. Our support staff, engineering, supervisors and 
clerical staff had similar levels of attendance, albeit some not at their usual work locations. It is a 
tribute to bus workers in London that so many were prepared to turn out in such atrocious 
conditions to serve the public in London.  
Lack of manpower was not an issue and all operators had sufficient staff on duty to   operate 
services despite the conditions.  
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Vehicles  
 
Operators with undercover facilities were able to have vehicles available at all times, those with 
outside parking areas faced issues with frozen doors, ramps etc: a build up of snow and ice on 
the ground and getting drivers safely to vehicles. As indicated earlier most operators had 
arranged for staff to attend earlier on Monday, to keep garages clear and to prepare vehicles 
parked outside for service, this was complicated by an early run in of all services and night buses 
but in all cases procedures were in hand to provide sufficient vehicles for service.  
 
Road Conditions  
 
This presented operators with their greatest challenge and from early morning onwards the 
media were reporting the problems, advising commuters to stay at home unless their trip was 
absolutely essential, showing pictures of roads in London that were impassable and confirming 
that all London bus services had been suspended.  
 
There are many stories of horrendous journeys to work, an 18 mile trip by car through the east 
of London taking 2 hours to complete at 05:OO in the morning. It was clear to all operators that 
despite the efforts of local authorities the gritting teams had only been able to keep open major 
trunk routes and had been unable to keep even major bus routes clear, let alone minor roads, 
bus stops and stands. The conditions worsened as the morning progressed and the snow still fell 
heavily, with what traffic there was creating a mixture of snow/slush with solid ice forming 
underneath. From previous experience operating large passenger vehicles in such conditions 
with heavy diesel engines that produce low torque at low revs has a tendency to create wheel 
spin on the rear drive axle resulting in the vehicle moving sideways in an uncontrolled manner. 
Tlus could result in damage to other vehicles, infrastructure or even pedestrians. Operators 
turned their attention to assessing what routes could be operated once conditions improved, 
the problems facing them were: Access to garages A number of operators have garages located 
on main trunk routes and therefore are able to get onto the route network straight away, 
however some have garages located on industrial sites or with access along local residential 
streets. Using ELBG as an example, of the nine garages only five are on main routes, Leyton, 
Barking, Romford, Catford and Bromley. Three are close to main roads but had particular 
problems, Upton Park has access via two residential roads that were no more than packed ice 
and impassable, Plumstead, whilst on a roundabout, has an access road that had not been 
treated and Bow, whilst only 300 metres from the A12, had a road that had not been treated at 
all. Finally West Ham garage, housing almost 20% of the company vehicles is three quarters of a 
mile from the A13 on an industrial estate where roads were not treated. There have been many 
reports by operators who contacted Centrecomm and the local authorities direct that whilst their 
requests for assistance were noted that the main thrust of the gritting service was to keep main 
trunks roads open. In many cases it was late in the afternoon or evening on Monday before 
gritters arrived at access roads to garages. Access to Bus Stations, stands and stops All operators 
reported that access to all of the above was almost impossible, very few of the bus stations had 
been gritted or cleared of snow for vehicles or passengers and access to stops and stands was 
difficult even on treated roads. This problem became easier once the snow had begun to thaw 
and services had resumed, drivers were advised to use alternative turn round points, for example 
the roundabout at Canning Town, instead of the bus station. 
 
Access to bus routes on minor roads  
This became the largest headache to all operators, whilst a number of London's bus routes 
operate along trunk routes, by their very nature they enter residential areas, town centres, bus 
only lanes and roads restricted to buses only. The local authority gritting schedule only includes 
these areas as roads of secondary importance or less and are only attended to after the trunk 
routes have been cleared, therefore it follows if they are having difficulty in keeping main roads 
open then a number of bus routes will not be treated. In the case of operators that have garages 
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and routes outside of London that are part of the TfL network similar garage access problems 
were evident and where routes operate on "D"classified roads no gritting is scheduled at all. 
Despite all of the above operators began inspection of their individual garage access and route 
problems from around 09:OO onwards depending on the prevailing conditions. Supervisors, 
driving instructors, managers and union representatives traveled prospective routes in a variety 
of vehicles looking for the opportunity to resume services as soon as possible. The various logs 
registered with London Buses will detail this route by route but depending on the area restricted 
services started to run from 1l:OOhrsonwards. In some cases attempts had to be abandoned due 
to the worsening conditions but were regularly re assessed. The restoration of some routes, 
delayed by access to garages, still being difficult into the late evening. However where 
conditions allowed, services were provided at almost scheduled levels even if the full route could 
not be followed. However all operators were able to resume full operation of night bus services 
on Monday evening and full daytime services on Tuesday morning, with some exceptions on 
untreated roads etc. During the evening of Monday and into Tuesday morning operators, using 
the command structure described earlier, were able to feed constant information on problem 
areas to London Buses via Centrecomm and these issues were passed to local authorities for 
action, this system worked well in most areas and resulted in quicker response times for gritting, 
especially at garage access points. 
 
4. Summary and Conclusions  
 
It is the operators collective view that despite the worst conditions for over 18 years their 
employees showed determination to attend work despite the odds being stacked against them. 
When asked to drive buses in service they were professional in their approach and adaptable to 
short notice changes, many making acceptable last minute deviations to routes to avoid getting 
stuck in bus stations, stops and stands. There are many reports of our staff walking great 
distances, clearing garages entrances and at least one case of three drivers digging out a bus on 
a stand in Dagenham using spades borrowed from local residents. We believe that our 
procedures are robust and worked well, but are not complacent and will be reviewing some areas 
that could have worked better. These would include the earlier setting up of our command 
structures, perhaps a different contact procedure at weekends and how we communicate our 
problems to London Buses and the local authorities.  
 
We would like to be consulted on the main issue of road gritting, as this was clearly the main 
reason for the delay in resuming services. We are quite happy to provide feedback on a local 
area basis to help to draw up plans on how access routes to garages can be included in the trunk 
route gritting procedures and to discuss how we can address a primary bus network to maximise 
the services we provide should such an event happen again.  
 
 
 
HCT Group response 
 
A description of preparation for and response to the snowfall, including the roles of 
and contact between bus operators, TfL and local authorities 
 
There was little need for specific preparation in response to the snowfall. We had full vehicle & 
staff availability (as we always have spare vehicles and spare staff) and the limited uncovered 
area of the depot had been gritted. 
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Details of the decision to suspend bus services, including who made the decision, 
when and on what basis, and who was consulted and informed and when 
 
The decision to suspend bus services was made at 00.15 hours on Monday 1 February following 
a call from CentreComm to our duty controller instructing her that all buses should return to 
their depot. A call was made to CentreComm at 04.15 hours on the same day enquiring as to 
what action was advised given the continuing adverse weather conditions. CentreComm 
instructed that no buses were to leave the depot. At 06.00 the managers on duty still 
considered that conditions were such that it would be unsafe to run services. The situation was 
reviewed throughout the day. Following a series of on-road route surveys, the operational 
managers took the decision to re-instate a limited service on route 388. TfL were informed. 
 
An assessment of what would be required to continue the operation of buses through 
a snowfall 
 
Clearly this depends on the timing and amount of such a snowfall. In this specific case the 
measures that could have been taken were: 
 

1. Gritting of Ash Grove, the access road from Cambridge Heath Road to the depot; 
2. Clearing of the snow and gritting of bus stands would have enabled a fuller service 

to have been operated earlier; 
3. Whilst main roads themselves were clear of snow by mid-afternoon, there were 

significant amounts of snow by kerbs, thus it would have been unsafe for buses to 
pull in to bus stops; 

4. Minor roads, over which our routes operate for much of their length, were unsafe for 
bus operation throughout the whole day. 

 
 
 
Sullivan Buses response 
 
Sullivan Buses are London’s smallest operator with just one school bus operating under contract 
to TfL and as a result our experiences may not be representative as a whole. 
 
On the evening of Sunday 1st February we were operating a Railway Replacement bus service 
on behalf of London Underground. At around 23:00hrs our controller heard a message on the 
Band 3 radio system from Centre-Comm announcing the withdrawal of all London Buses 
services. 
 
At that time our service using eleven buses running between Harrow and Watford was not 
unduly affected by the snow and a decision was taken to continue until close of traffic. To 
suspend the service at that time would have resulted in considerable difficulties for London 
Undergrounds customers. 
 
From that point we received no further advice or instructions from London Buses. 
 
From media reports we had learned about heavy snowfall predicted for Monday 2nd February. 
As a result Sullivan Buses had prepared for heavy snow fall by stocking up on quantities of rock 
salt and the tools necessary to clear snow. Our garage premises, walkways and access roads 
were heavily rock salted the night before. In addition many of managerial, supervisory & bus 
operating staff were prepared to start their journeys to work early. 
 
The following day we were due to operate our 606 school bus contract on behalf of London 
Buses. Our driver and bus were prepared for service in advance of his normal departure time. 
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Our controller checked with the school and ascertained that the school had closed and 
attempting to deliver pupils to the school would have been counter productive. 
 
Media reports were continuing to announce the suspension of all London bus services, as result 
with no updated information from London Buses, we followed suit and suspended the service. 
 
Sullivan Buses also operate a number of local bus services for Hertfordshire County Council. We 
were able to readily contact the Local Authority who asked us to assess conditions and if 
possible to operate our services. 
 
As a result we surveyed our bus routes in Borehamwood and at 10am approximately we 
recommenced our Hertfordshire Bus Services. During the day we assisted the local authority by 
using our own supplies of rock salt to clear sections of routes essential to our customers. 
 
Borehamwood is jointly served by both TfL, Hertfordshire County Council contracted & 
Commercial services. Although no LBSL bus services operated Arriva, The Shires, Unobus, and 
ourselves ran skeleton services in Borehamwood. 
 
Throughout the day we kept in close contact with Hertfordshire County Council. As a small bus 
operator we took considerable pride in being able to maintain our services during this period. 
Those customers who did travel that day were grateful for the efforts we made to operate our 
services. 
 
On Tuesday 3rd February we had still not received any communication from LBSL regarding our 
contracted service. As a result we re-confirmed the schools closure and using the media reports 
as a sole means of information suspended the service for a morning. 
 
Later that afternoon (again relying solely upon media reports) we recommenced the service. 
 
London Buses have in the past demonstrated a competent ability to update operators during 
times of disruption, such as localised staff disputes & terrorist incidents. I fully accept that due 
to the scale of the disruption, communicating a comprehensive picture of services around 
London on these dates may not have been easy. However I believe a decision should have been 
taken to devolve the responsibility to operators (as did Hertford County Council) to assess which 
routes or portions of routes were suitable for even a limited bus operation. 
 
It is noteworthy that throughout this period we received no advice or instructions from LBSL 
other than the initial radio call to suspend all services. Blanket decisions to suspend bus services 
also had a damaging effect on staff morale. Many of our drivers who live either in London or on 
the borders heard the media reports and assumed that attempts to reach work world have been 
fruitless. It is at times such as this we need our staff to make every reasonable attempt to get to 
work. 
 
Thankfully most of my staff did make an effort and for those whose efforts were above and 
beyond the call of duty have been rewarded for their actions. Furthermore from an operator’s 
point of view, other than loyalty to our customers there is little incentive to operate services 
once LBSL have decided to cease operations. In fact LBSL contractors will still continue to 
receive their full contractual payments. From this perspective the fuel saving operators gained 
must have run in to hundreds of thousands of pounds. 
 
In summary my thoughts are: 
 
Blanket withdrawal of services may have been appropriate based on the information available at 
that time, however attempts should have been made to survey and restart essential services as 
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quickly as possible. The results of these surveys should have been communicated between all 
interested parties. 
Operators should have been regularly updated (via e-mail) with City wide information, so that 
operators could make informed choices. In part the decision to operate should have been 
devolved back to the operators. 
Operators could assist with keeping essential routes open by participating with snow & ice 
clearance. 
 
 
 
Guy's and St Thomas' NHS Foundation Trust response 
 
Staff at Guy’s and St Thomas’ responded magnificently to the extreme weather conditions 
earlier this week.  
 
It quickly became apparent that many staff, and indeed patients, would find it impossible to get 
to the hospital for shifts or treatment. The impact of this was such that 314 elective admissions 
and around 5,000 appointments were cancelled, as were a number of elective caesareans and 
diagnostic, mainly imaging, appointments.  
 
We also saw a big increase in the number of A&E attendances with fractures, but successfully 
managed to maintain all our emergency services. Furthermore, a kidney transplant took place on 
Monday night, and the hospital managed to get three children in from the South coast on 
Tuesday for dialysis. 
 
Many night staff remained on duty on Monday morning until others arrived, and staff worked 
flexibly to cover the areas where they were needed most. Some even slept in the hospital 
overnight to ensure they were available for work when needed.  
 
There were many stories of exceptional dedication, including Peter Cartwright, a radiographer 
who finally made it into work at 2pm on Monday, after setting off from his home in Ashford in 
Kent at 5.30am. His 54 mile journey, which usually takes an hour and a half, included 2 trains, 2 
hitched lifts and 18 miles of walking in the snow. Press coverage of his story is attached. 
 
Services at Guy’s and St Thomas’ returned to normal on Wednesday, and where possible, we are 
running additional sessions to re-book the cancelled patients, although in some cases this will 
mean we cancel other patients in order to free up sufficient capacity so the effects are far 
reaching. 
 
 
 
London Ambulance Service response 
 
Staff from all departments and areas across London made considerable efforts to get to work, 
although it would be fair to say that some groups were more directly affected than others. 
 
As most of our frontline paramedics and emergency medical technicians drive to work, for 
example, the bad weather had less of a direct impact on staffing at our ambulance stations and 
we were able to maintain close to our normal levels of accident and emergency cover. However, 
once operational staff were at work the adverse weather conditions affected their ability to treat 
patients. The majority of side roads were left untreated and our staff had to park ambulances in 
main roads and walk considerable distances, carrying equipment, to reach patients. Many 
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patients whose clinical condition would normally dictate that they should be carried, for safety 
reasons had to be walked to main roads where the ambulance was parked. 
 
In contrast to our ambulance crews, most of the staff working in our two control rooms in 
Waterloo travel by public transport. The closing of the public transport network meant that at 
the busiest time during the worst of weather, we had small numbers of staff to take the 
increased rate of 999 calls. This resulted in us being unable to get the calls in so that we could 
effectively assess the clinical risks to enable us to make meaningful deployment decisions. 
 
Although it is appreciated that we were all under severe pressure, there were instances where we 
feel cooperation could have been better. For example, some local authorities were asked to 
assist with the clearing of driveways to ambulance stations. It was explained that these vehicles 
were required for an emergency response. The answer given was that it was private land and not 
the local authority’s responsibility. 
 
Our Patient Transport Service staff and our support service departments worked extremely hard 
to support our accident and emergency service. This again was hampered by an inability to get 
to work or once there not being able to move around our service area. 
 
Overall we suffered most in South East London with many reports of roads being impassable. 
This led to a severe curtailment in our ability to provide an effective service to the public of 
London. 
 
 
 
NHS London response 
 
The adverse weather on Monday 2nd February and transport disruption did have an impact on 
the NHS.  
Across London, ambulances reported difficulty in leaving stations where there was little or no 
gritting and access to GPs and community based care was more difficult to access because many 
side roads were untreated.  
 
As expected, a large percentage of NHS staff in London use the public transport system and the 
disruption to services did lead to levels of understaffing. Medical staff that could not make it to 
work because of the bad weather were encouraged, where possible, to travel  to their nearest 
NHS hospital or community service to work instead. NHS staff across London worked extremely 
hard to minimise disruption to patients. 
 
Closure of schools, leading to child-care issues, also had an impact on staff availability.  
 
To manage these issues, internal business continuity plans were implemented and the NHS 
across London, in coordinating with the London Ambulance Service,  prioritised more serious 
incidents. A number of hospitals rescheduled out-patient appointments and elective surgery, 
but no A&E departments in London were closed.  
 
The NHS coped with the transport disruption on the 2nd February because of robust continuity 
plans and considerable effort by dedicated staff. By the following day the weather situation had 
eased, however, a prolonged disruption of three to four days would have a substantial effect on 
the delivery of healthcare within London.   
 
We are reviewing the longer term impact on health services in the event of prolonged travel 
disruption due to adverse weather. A key part of this will be greater co-ordination between 
London’s NHS and Transport for London and Local Authorities to prioritise areas for gritting, 
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particularly around GP surgeries and health centres, in addition to the main access routes to 
hospitals.  
 
 
 
London Borough of Barnet response 
 
Preparation for and response to the snow fall 
 
As the Met Office predicted severe conditions (which turned out to be the worst snow fall in 
two decades), Barnet Council's gritting teams were well prepared for the event. The borough 
had stockpiled 2,000 tons of rock salt and had tasked a 26-strong team to keep Barnet's 677km 
of roads and footways clear of snow and ice, with a further 10 on standby. Additionally 70 
workers could be diverted from other services in severe snowy conditions. The council has nine 
large gritting vehicles, as well as four manually operated footway spreading machines. A total of 
339 grit bins located across the borough, including 38 in town centres, were cleared and filled 
with salt at the end of October. 
 
Gritting Activity 
 
The snow that fell on the Sunday IM onday (lSt,2 "d Feb) had been fairly accurately forecast 
and in anticipation of its arrival we salted all Priority 1 routes the night before (Saturday) at a 
spread rate of 409 per sq.m. We repeated this treatment at 4 pm, 9pm and throughout the night 
on Sunday to keep the main roads clear of ice and snow. We started to grit the Priority 2 routes 
in the north of the borough on the morning of Sunday 1'' February morning and gritted until 
such time as the resources were required for re gritting the Priority 1 networks at 4pm. 
Thereafter we returned to Priority 2 routes at times when Priority 1 routes were not being 
gritted. Gritting of all Priority 2 routes was completed on Tuesday 3rd February. On the morning 
of Monday 2nd February, we spread a further 409 per sq.m on all Priority 1 routes and continued 
to grit Priority 2 routes and side roads throughout the day. Town centre and other Priority 2 
footways were also treated. On Tuesday 3rd Feb morning the compacted snow, partly melted by 
the sun, had re-frozen and made all side roads treacherous. Once Priority 1 routes were treated 
we continued throughout the day to treat Priority 2 routes that we knew from experience would 
be dangerous. We also responded to the hundreds of requests received by the customer care 
department. While our grit trucks were out trying to make the roads and pavements safe both 
traffic wardens and refuse crews were out helping to grit the many smaller roads in Barnet. 
 
Between Wednesday 4th and Tuesday 10th February Priority 1 routes were treated on 15 more 
occasions. Refuse workers and MANY other employees in Barnet continued to support snow 
clearance at locations where particular problems were anticipated e.g. community facilities, 
sheltered housing etc. 
 
Following the alert of potential shortage for grit nationally, we contacted London Local 
Authorities Control Centre, neighboring boroughs and Dana Skelley at TfL to ensure we have 
enough supply of grit to keep our roads clear. We ordered further quantity of salt from an 
alternative supplier to meet the demand. 
 
A total of 2,186 tonne salt has been used so far in this season to grit our roads and footways. 
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London Borough of Bexley response 
 
We commenced heavy gritting in readiness for bad weather after receipt of the weather warning 
of snow.  Blue Route Long is our gritting route that covers all major roads and all bus routes, 
some 90 miles, and our gritting focused on this for the duration of the bad weather.  We 
received a small number of further requests from TfL to grit outside bus garages on some very 
icy road which were all prioritised. 
 
As a local authority we had healthy grit stocks to cope with the bad weather period and 
beyond.  We were also able to help some of the other London local authorities that weren't 
quite as well prepared. 
 
In respect of the lessons learned:  
 
Some London local authorities clearly had insufficient stocks of grit.  I hasten to add that this 
borough had enough.  However, with the continuing poor weather in the past week, we were 
worried that we would have to deplete our reserves because of the bad planning of others.  
 
As stated above, we were able to respond to all requests from TfL throughout the period.  
However, this all took place after the bad weather had arrived.  I suggest bus garages endeavour 
to improve their local contact with Council's.  That way we may be able to give some 
prioritisation to them before or as soon as the bad weather arrives.  
 
 
 
London Borough of Camden response  
 
I am pleased to be able to confirm that despite the severity of the snow fall from Sunday 
evening and throughout Monday 2 February, the response from our Winter maintenance team 
and contractors in preparing and dealing with the forecast severe weather, in line with our 
Winter Maintenance plan was very good.  
 
Winter Maintenance Services are provided to Camden through its contractor Veolia 
Environmental Services as part of the Waste Management, Recycling, Street Cleansing and 
Ancillary Services contract. Camden operates to an agreed Winter Maintenance Plan. The winter 
maintenance 'high alert' period commences 1st October and continues until the 31st March.  
The service remains on operational standby, ready for immediate deployment of resources 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week throughout this period. 
 
The aim of the Winter Maintenance Plan is to provide a winter maintenance service, which as far 
as is reasonably possible will permit the safe movement of vehicular and pedestrian traffic on 
selected roads within the highway network and other important areas while minimising 
disruption and accidents attributable to adverse weather conditions. 
 
Priority Areas: There are approximately 280 km of highways in the borough of which 90 km are 
classified as important traffic routes. There are also 6km of trunk routes (such as Euston Road 
and Finchley Road) within the Borough for which Transport for London are responsible for 
winter maintenance. 
 
The Winter Maintenance Plan allows for carrying out gritting functions in the following 
sequence of priority: 
 
1) Principal North and Principal South Roads (Primary, Arterial Routes) 
2) Trunk Roads            
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3) Borough Roads (Gritting Routes 1 - 16) 
4) Sensitive pavement areas, including outside schools, rail/ tube stations, hospitals etc 
5) Sensitive refuse collection areas - areas requiring urgent attention to minimises service 
disruption and reduce risk of injury to waste collection and recycling crews 
 
Available Resources 
 
The Winter Maintenance service comprises a fleet of 6 gritting vehicles, with access to salt 
supplies from salt stores at Veolia's  depot in Brent and smaller 200 tonne capacity salt store 
within Camden.  Upon receipt of severe weather warnings for snow Veolia are placed on standby 
to suspend street cleansing functions with up to 200 sweepers being redeployed to gritting 
services. In cases of severe weather, resources from suspended refuse collection and recycling 
services will also be re-deployed. In addition over 100 salt bins are deployed at key locations 
throughout the borough and refilled throughout periods of severe weather. 
 
Communications 
 
In the event of severe weather our winter maintenance manager will liaise and provide regular 
updates to:  
 
 - The Council's Emergency Planning Officer 
 - The Council's Press officer 
 - The Council's Customer Service Centre 
 - Neighbouring boroughs 
 - HASC 
 - Highways Network Management Team 
 - TfL  
 
Veolia will deploy resources on the instruction of one of three winter maintenance officers, who 
operate on a rota basis throughout the winter. Camden subscribes to the Met Office Winter 
Service and receives 4 daily weather bulletins, severe weather warnings and access to 24 hrs 
weather consultancy services. 
 
In response to Met Office early warnings of heavy snowfall received last week, Veolia were 
placed on a heightened level of standby to deal with potential heavy snowfall. Having 
experienced freezing road conditions throughout December and early January, Veolia teams and 
Camden winter maintenance officers were well prepared to deal with expected heavy snow falls. 
The street cleansing service was suspended on Sunday with all available staff tasked with pre-
gritting principal routes, main roads and high priority pavement areas such as outside, schools, 
hospitals, ambulance stations, tube\bus stations and public buildings. By the time heavy 
snowfall started on Sunday evening all priority routes including the majority of priority sites had 
been gritted at least once. Gritting vehicles continued to grit priority routes affected by 
widespread heavy snowfall of up to 20 cm deep, throughout Sunday evening and into early 
Monday morning. 
 
In addition to gritting our primary North and South routes we also gritted a number of Borough 
Roads for which TfL are responsible, including Euston Rd, Camden High Street, Camden Road 
and York Way. Having previously been contracted to carry out winter maintenance of TfL 
footways within Camden this responsibility has now transferred to another contractor. Details of 
who this contractor is, the extent of their responsibility and contact details have not been 
passed through to our officers, and in response to this a number of TfL footways in key areas 
were gritted by our own teams. Clarity is urgently required on this issue. 
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With regard to communications with TfL, officers from our winter maintenance team and our 
Emergency planning team were in regular contact providing information and updates, 
particularly in relation to bus routes. It was noted that contacts with greater local knowledge of 
problem areas within Camden would have been useful and would have helped to improve co-
ordination of activity. Our teams took action on the Monday morning to clear heavy snow from 
a number of TfL bus stands in response to local requests for assistance, but this did not seem to 
be passed through to regional contacts.  
 
With regard to salt supplies, like many authorities pre-ordered deliveries of salt from suppliers 
such as Salt Union could not be guaranteed from Wednesday 3 February. The co-coordinated 
response from the LLACC, London Councils, ALG and TfL to ensure supplies to those Boroughs 
most in need was very effective and did have a significant impact in releasing salt supplies. 
 
 
 
London Borough of Ealing response 
 
A description of the preparation for and response to snowfall, including the roles of 
and contact between local authorities, TfL and other relevant organisations. 
 
The winter maintenance plan was activated at 7pm on 1st February and all primary routes were 
gritted during snow fall and subsequent low temperature period. Ealing council liaised with 
London Buses, to assist with the gritting of bus depot forecourts; bus stands and bus turn 
around points. This assisted the re-introduction of bus routes within Ealing. The London Local 
Authority Co-ordination Centre was activated and regular site reps were forwarded on the 
council situation and response. We also liaised directly with the following boroughs and supplied 
them with additional grit: 
 
Hammersmith & Fulham 
Camden 
Brent 
West Berkshire 
 
An early assessment of lessons learned for the future, including any options for 
enhanced support for the operation of buses through a snowfall. 
 
Lessons learnt 
 
All bus depot entrances, standing areas, turn around points and bus routes within the borough 
have will be included within primary gritting routes.  
 
London Buses to ensure each bus depots retains adequate supplies of grit / salt to clear 
entrances at least once. 
 
Better communications links between TfL, London Buses and the Highways / Civil Protection 
Teams from local authorities i.e. a borough based pre winter meeting. 
 
 
 
London Borough of Enfield response 
 
I am pleased to tell you from Enfield's perspective, all of the strategic road network in the 
borough was passable in the morning of Monday 2 February because from 3.30pm the previous 
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day (Sunday) we had gritted the roads on at least 3 occasions. The strategic network accounts 
for some 42% of the boroughs highway network and is managed by our main highways 
contractor, Fitzpatrick to whom we externalised the service some 3 years ago. From my 
perspective it was interesting to note that their employees had little difficulty in getting to work 
to do the job they were employed for and served us very well. 
 
I recall very well waking first thing Monday morning to the television news showing scenes of 
ungritted roads across many parts of London, in particular central London, most of which is, I 
believe, the responsibility of TfL. Personally I cannot believe that TfL was so poorly prepared for 
the snowfall which as we all know had been well signalled several days before. 
 
I read today that the Evening Standard has been carrying out its own investigation and using 
the Freedom of Information Act has apparently been supplied with job descriptions for 
managers, none of which it is claimed have any requirement to plan for adverse weather.  If that 
is so, then frankly it beggars belief in an organisation responsible for transport, in what is 
supposed to be "a world class city", this is perhaps something your committee may want to 
pursue. 
 
You speak of lessons to be learned, clearly the foregoing paragraph identifies one but plainly 
there seems to be a need for greater coordination for gritting arrangements across borough 
boundaries since I am certainly aware not all in our immediate vicinity were treated the same. 
Without such coordination, the efforts of those boroughs who are better organised are in part 
negated because as we all know although we may be separate administrative areas so far as the 
motoring and general public are concerned, London is a homogenous area. 
 
 
 
Greenwich Council response 
 
The Council produces a Winter Plan which is updated annually and published on the Council's 
website. The 2008/9 Plan was published in September 2008.  
 
The following external organisations are notified annually of its publication: 
 
The London Boroughs of Bexley, Bromley and Lewisham  
Fire Brigade – LFCDA Southern Command HQ,  
Ambulance Service – Station Officer, Greenwich Ambulance Station  
Metropolitan Police - SE Traffic Division  
Transport for London, Network Manager  
Bus Managers at Plumstead and Eltham  
 
The Winter Plan prioritises roads for gritting according to 3 levels of priority. Main distributor 
roads, secondary distributor roads, main bus routes, transport interchanges and roads leading to 
hospitals, ambulances and fire stations are top priority. (Priority 1). These represent 70% of the 
total borough highway network. 
 
Plumstead and Eltham Bus Garages are both accessed from Priority 1 routes. We also include 
the slip road to Plumstead Bus Garage on our Priority 1 network along with bus stands such as 
those at General Gordon Square, the O2 Arena and Blackheath Standard, Plumstead Bridge and 
Abbey Wood Flyover. Smaller Bus ("hopper") routes are included on our Priority 2 network. 
 
For this winter season, our Gritting Crews have been operating since 7th October last year. In 
preparation for the extreme weather, Priority 1& 2 roads were gritted on Thursday 29th January, 
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Priority 1 roads on Friday 30th January. Our crews were put on standby on the evening of 
Saturday 31st January.  
 
Priority 1 routes were gritted from 07.30 on Sunday 1st February finishing at 09.00. Priority 
2 roads were gritted from 10.00 to 13.00. Priority 1 roads were then gritted continuously from 
17.30 Sunday until 06.30 Monday Morning. Gritting of Priority 1 roads continued until they 
were totally clear and gritting of priority 2 roads recommenced from 11.00 hours Monday. 
Gritting continued through until Wednesday.  
 
Transport for London are notified of our gritting operations by our duty Manager. Transport for 
London notified us on 1st February that they would commence gritting their network from 
14:00 hours with a repeat at 18.30. Further assistance was offered to Plumstead Bus Garage 
during the extreme weather period, including reversing the gritter lorry into entrances and exits 
and spraying grit. 
 
 
 
London Borough of Haringey response 
 
I discussed the weather forecast with our gritting contractor from Friday afternoon, through to 
Saturday and given the potential for bad weather we agreed to commence pre-gritting of 
pavements and roads from Sunday morning 1st February, well before any snow began to fall. Our 
roads are categorised into 3 priorities and all bus routes are priority 1. We gritted all priority 1 
and 2 roads in preparation for the snowfall and made a start of the lowest priority 3. We 
suspended street sweeping from 7.30 hours on Sunday morning in favour of commencing 
pavement gritting of all our recognised Town Centre locations. We completed the gritting of all 
of these pavements before any snowfall.  
 
As far as I am concerned we did as much as we could possibly do to prepare for the weather 
with the resources available.  
 
What people fail to understand is the limitations of salt grit in dealing with a very heavy 
snowfall. It is not effective in heavy snowfall as snow can settle on top if there is not enough 
traffic and in extreme cold it is not effective anyway because it only lowers freezing point to a 
limited degree. There is no point laying grit to early because it gets thrown into the channels by 
traffic. So there is a fine balance between understanding the forecast and getting the timing of 
gritting right.  
 
The situation we faced on that Monday really called for snow ploughs but we do not have such 
equipment in Haringey. If we had it would have lain idle for the last 20 years as the last time it 
would have been required was February 1991! 
 
It is worth noting that the scale of snowfall was greater than was originally forecast so we were 
also having to deal with a degree of uncertainty in when and where to deploy resources.  
 
We did not co-ordinate with any other London Boroughs or TfL prior to the snowfall. After the 
snowfall we liaised with LLACC. It is not clear that co-ordination would have made any 
difference to the response made by Haringey which is as good as it could have possibly been.  
 
We had enough salt grit to deal with the situation but if it had been more prolonged we may 
have been challenged in this respect and would have had to go looking for relief supplies. We 
placed an order for more grit on Monday 2nd February but the supplier would not discuss a 
delivery date or when they would be prepared to even talk about a delivery date. I believe co-
ordination through LLACC would have helped us if we had gone short on salt grit.     
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I don’t think there were any significant lessons learned in Haringey, we used the forecast well in 
my view and deployed resources skilfully and carefully.  
 
I’m considering having discussions with our contractors about whether they should have de-
mountable snowploughs to deal with really heavy snow. We will review the quantity of salt grit 
that we hold in store.  
 
I heard on the news that buses did not go out because Council’s did not grit and I was not too 
pleased to hear that Council’s were getting the blame. We gritted all our bus routes prior to the 
snow fall. We responded to a call to grit TfL-owned bus stands and stations after the event but 
quite frankly I don’t understand why London Buses did not have this in hand to do themselves 
prior to the snow fall because they would have had the forecast themselves and should have 
been better prepared. Haringey has to deal with 350 kms of road and 700 kms of pavements 
when it snows. London buses should not rely on Councils to grit areas that are their 
responsibility as Councils are already up against it doing our own road and pavement networks 
in these circumstances.  
 
 
 
London Borough of Harrow response 
 
The Harrow perspective is that the weather was adequately forecast and preparations were 
made in line with our snow plan. The vehicles were prepared and briefed on the Sunday and we 
salted prior to the snowfall and during the night of Sunday/ Monday to ensure that key routes 
including bus routes and facilities including stops and garage facilities were useable. We 
prioritised the main routes and did not salt side roads or pavements. Salting has continued as 
appropriate throughout the last week in response to the forecasts. We have managed to 
conserve salt by targeted attention at times and as of today we have reached the position of 2 
days salt supply left at heavy levels. We have engaged in the LLAC process.  
 
The key lesson has to be a need for a co-ordinated London response at an earlier stage to 
ensure that Boroughs have sufficient access to salt reserves. The position remains critical and 
the GLA should influence on behalf of London to secure supplies. 
 
In terms of contact TFL send out an annual letter running up to the winter requesting priority be 
given to bus routes, and an e-mail was received on the Monday morning (2/2/09) sent on 
behalf of Peter Hendy requesting boroughs to be mindful of the need to clear the way for 
buses.  
 
 
 
London Borough of Hounslow response 
 
1.0 Preparation and Response 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
The first notification was received by the Borough during the afternoon of Friday 30 January, 
outlining the possibility of snow over Sunday night/Monday morning.  At this point no 
indication of snow amounts was provided.  The first severe weather warning was received at 
11:29hrs on Sunday 1 February outlining a 60 percent possibility of 5-10cm of snow throughout 
the country during the evening and overnight on Sunday 1 February.  Gritting services were 
operational from 14:00hrs on Sunday to clear major routes and priority areas. 
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The amount of snowfall overnight on Sunday night exceeded predictions over the Hounslow 
area and elsewhere.  This resulted in severe disruption to the public transport network through 
the initial cancellation of all London Buses’ services and widespread disruption to the 
Underground and National Rail networks.  Whilst main road routes through the borough had 
been treated during the night, driving conditions were hazardous.  Side roads in the borough 
and surrounding areas were significantly affected and remained hazardous throughout Monday 
and into Tuesday. 
 
The majority of the Borough’s schools were closed primarily due to the inability of staff and 
pupils to attend.  Social care teams prioritised services, with additional services for domiciliary 
clients being escalated where necessary.  Regular contact was maintained with the Primary Care 
services and Hounslow Police.  Refuse and recycling collections were suspended due to the 
inability of the crews to access minor roads.   
 
On Tuesday 3 February the vast majority of schools and the day care centres remained closed 
and refuse and recycling collections were suspended. 
 
1.2 Street Management / Support for Bus Services 
 
Gritting services had been continuous, as necessitated by cold weather conditions, since 
Thursday 29 January.  Additional stocks were both purchased from our own suppliers and issued 
by Transport for London. 
 
On Sunday 1 February, gritting commenced at 14:00hrs.  Bus routes were first gritted by 
19.00hrs and then continuously from that time until 20:00hrs on Monday 2 February– each 
route was gritted at least six times.   
All main roads and bus routes and areas around essential facilities such as schools and hospitals 
were gritted during this period.   
 
A gritting truck returned to Commerce Road very promptly about midday on Monday after the 
Council received a call from London Buses saying they were trying to get buses into service that 
afternoon.  Commerce Road is a cul de sac with a Metroline depot at the closed end.  (It was not 
clear whether the call from London Buses was to “all points” or whether particular concern had 
been expressed about Commerce Road.) 
 
The Borough did not grit Tamian Way, the road to one of the Transdev depots, because it isn’t 
shown as a bus route and is a privately maintained road.  It has now been temporarily added to 
the Borough’s priority gritting schedule, pending eventual resolution of responsibility for 
gritting in any future event. 
 
Approximately 25 staff were involved in the gritting operation over the 30 hour period, 
excluding additional resources for footway clearance.   
 
The borough had approximately 400 tonnes of grit before commencement of this event and 
deployed approximately 150 tonnes over the course of the event.  More supplies have been 
used since this time but additional supplies have since been delivered and there is no immediate 
concern regarding the levels of Hounslow’s grit stocks. 
 
1.3 Interagency Communications  
 
The Council’s emergency management control centre was activated at approximately 09:30 hrs 
on Monday 2 February.  This provided a focus for internal communications and liaison with the 
Metropolitan Police and other agencies.   
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No immediate information for boroughs, whether pan-London or tailored to individual boroughs 
or sub-regions, was forthcoming from Transport for London.   The emergency management 
control centre accessed information on bus, tube and rail disruptions from TfL’s public website, 
and no further information, including predictions of timescales for the re-establishment of 
normal services, was available. 
 
The Borough received a phone call from London Buses' Area Operations Manager (working from 
home presumably due to his own transport difficulties) about midday Monday requesting 
gritting of Commerce Road, as mentioned above.  A request was made at that time for an 
update of bus services that had commenced or were likely to commence but no information was 
received that afternoon.   
One email was received from Transport for London, at 14.07hrs (attached).  This provided useful 
information on the status of the bus services, and mirrored the information available on the TfL 
website.  It was noted that this email included a copy of a TfL Press release titled “TfL travel advisory 
- winter weather conditions” and subtitled “Bulletin 4 – 13:00 Hours Update”.  Presumably therefore 
there had been three previous media bulletins that had not been seen by the Borough.  This email 
was the only written communication from TfL during the event. 
The Borough monitored the TfL website and used other sources of information including local 
community websites to ascertain the numbers of bus routes that had returned to service during 
the afternoon. 
 
2.0 Lessons Learnt / Conclusions 
 
2.1 Observations 
 
While TfL maintained its well-formatted and user-friendly web-based information, there were no 
timely bulletins targeted at the Borough (and presumably the other boroughs).  Complaints 
were received that members of the public without web access could not reach the TfL London 
travel information line, due to call-overload, and while the Borough provided information to a 
few callers (using the TfL website as a reference) the Council would not necessarily have the 
resources to provide this service if larger numbers of calls had been received, particularly as 
numerous calls regarding gritting and suspended school and refuse services were being handled. 
 
The media apparently received an allegation from TfL that the primary reason for the 
cancellation of London’s bus services on the Monday was due to a failure by Boroughs to grit 
the borough roads. 
 
2.2 Recommendations 
 
While it is acknowledged that this event was extremely rare, the possibility of further major 
services disruptions due to a range of causes must always be considered as significant.  The 
Borough believes that: 
 
TfL should acknowledge the essential role of the London boroughs in maintaining 95 percent of 
greater London’s road network.   It should review its contingency communications systems to 
ensure that essential information is available to the boroughs in a timely fashion, particularly to 
allow the boroughs to assist TfL to maintain or reinstate transport services. 
 
TfL should contract a major call centre to provide additional capacity to process transport 
information requests from the public in times of major service disruption, utilising the TfL 
website as its primary resource. 
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TfL should prioritise the rollout of Countdown information displays to all bus stops and ensure 
that this system will function reliably and automatically when services are severely disrupted.  
This would be particularly useful in the event of a major, but not complete, suspension of the 
London Buses services. 
 
TfL should work with the Boroughs on agreed communications in order to avoid a media “blame 
game” in the event of a similar service disruption episode in the future. 
 
 
 
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea response 
 
Our call out for action went out at 7.00pm on the Sunday night (1 Feb), and by 7.40pm we 
were on the road, gritting according to a pre-set priority plan.  The priority 1 and 2 roads, 
including bus routes and bridges, were gritted repeatedly throughout the night.  Nearly all 
footways on the principal shopping streets were also treated that night. 
  
We got through a large percentage of our stock of grit that night alone.  We hold up to 200 
tonnes; we used 120 tonnes on the first night. (Our normal annual consumption is only 90 
tonnes.)  We made arrangements to replenish grit stocks in partnership with neighbouring 
boroughs and through the London network.  We were more sparing and selective in our use of 
grit on subsequent days and nights, and put a greater focus on physical clearance of our side 
streets. 
  
We had to suspend refuse collections on Monday and Tuesday, although we skimmed bags of 
waste left out on the highway where we could.   Collections resumed on Wednesday and by 
Friday evening every household in the borough had had at least one refuse collection that week 
(we normally provide two or three). 
  
We were very careful over last weekend, and did not grit at all – we organised on street 
assessments all night long, and decided on the evidence that grit would have been wasted.   
  
The early lessons we have picked up are: 
  
1. it would be preferable to have guaranteed access to more stocks of grit, although this would 
almost certainly entail massive overprovision in most years.  That said, the inter-borough 
arrangements as we saw them were a fine example of co-operation.  People were very helpful 
across boundaries. 
  
2. we could have been quicker in managing public information, and should have posted advice 
on the website earlier 
  
3. we might well invest in a couple of quad bikes to speed up gritting on our wider pavements 
  
4. we have now put together a list of officers willing to ‘dig for victory’ in the event of a total 
failure of all grit stocks, so we can mobilise our people (staff and contractor employees) to clear 
priority areas by shovel if need be. 
  
5. in future we would mobilise the refuse trucks to drive behind the gritters to help dispersion 
and crushing of the salt 
  
6. we will look into whether any pre-wetting of the salt would improve its effectiveness (and 
reduce the quantity used) 
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London Borough of Lambeth response 
 
As you are aware the Council operates its Winter Service according to a strict Operational Plan. 
This plan underwent a major overhaul in 2004-05 (including benchmarking with other local 
authorities) and is updated (and reissued) on an annual basis to reflect feedback from the 
previous year’s experience and legislative / case law changes in the national operating 
environment. I can confirm that all relevant Council Services (principally Transport and Highways 
and Streetcare, and the Council’s contractors Veolia and FMConway) have acted throughout last 
week in accordance with the Operational Plan.  
  
Veolia were instructed to move to snow/ice clearing duties early Monday and that continued 
right through to Thursday. Friday was the first day they returned to litter duties. 
 
• The street sweepers did what they were supposed to on the first 3 days and spread grit from 

boxes & caged vehicles outside priority locations. 
• On Wednesday additional (Conway resources) were brought in – focussed on footway 

clearing at priority locations. 
• On Wednesday when many footpaths in town centres were clear some of the sweepers 

returned to litter picking –this was a communications breakdown which we are investigating 
• On Thursday clear instructions were given that sweepers and Conway should continue snow 

clearing of footways on priority 1 routes. 
• On Wednesday and Thursday Conway operatives were dispatched to specific locations to 

clear footways to assist medical emergencies and certain old peoples’ homes 
• On Friday Conway operatives were stood down and the street sweepers were returned to 

litter duties. 
  
From my perspective – outcomes 
  
• It is the case that by prioritising key locations snow and ice was not cleared and remained on 

a large number of footways in quieter residential roads right up until the thaw began late 
Thursday.  

• It is the case that the situation was worse in the south of the Borough due to the 
topography and the weather conditions. Clearing ice and snow from footways is inevitably a 
much slower process than litter removal; therefore inevitably only a proportion of the 
borough’s streets can be cleared in a 3-4 day period. 

• By prioritising key locations and then key routes (the priority 1 network) we reached the 
situation where about 90-95% of the priority 1 footway network was clear of snow and ice 
by around Thursday midday. 

  
I am sure there will have been instances where priority locations were not cleared and/or where 
communications broke down and attention was given to something that shouldn’t have been 
given attention. 
  
It is clear to me that, bearing in mind the finite resources available, the Council did a great job. 
We focussed on priority locations and then priority routes. A combination of our efforts and the 
changing weather meant we had got those 90-95% clear by Thursday midday.  This did mean 
that non-priority locations/roads did not get any attention. This is no different to what 
happened in surrounding Boroughs. 
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Clearly in our post Winter Season review your feedback (which is mirrored in the complaints I 
have seen) into account but quite frankly given the conditions and our limitations I am certain 
that we made the right decisions and performed well. 
  
Information with regard to attendance of Veolia operatives last week as requested by you is set 
out in the table below. 
  
  Refuse operatives Recycling operatives Street Cleaners 
  Due In Due In Due In 
02/02/09 64 39 34 18 145 72 
03/02/09 64 64 34 34 145 145 
04/02/09 64 64 34 34 145 145 
05/02/09 64 64 34 34 145 145 
06/02/09 64 64 34 34 145 145 
  
All street cleaning operatives were detailed to snow clearance apart from Wednesday morning 
when town centre sweepers were litter picking until instructed to stop Wednesday afternoon. 
Officers from Grimebusters conducted gritting services on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
Thursday they reverted to removing offensive Graffiti and Friday and Saturday a normal service. 
 
In addition approximately 20 FM Conway operatives were involved in the physical task of ice 
and snow removal. 
  
Although supplies are low, and have been replenished on several occasions the Council did not 
run out of grit and all gritting runs (in accordance with the Operational Plan) have been carried 
out successfully. However a number of Lambeth’s grit bins, which are available to members of 
the public, are empty and will be restocked over the next two weeks. 
  
I understand that, because settled snow is a relatively rare event for Lambeth, there is a public 
expectation that it can be quickly cleared. It is the case that while on heavily trafficked roads, 
the flow of traffic will assist the grit in melting the snow, grit is less effective in dealing with 
footways. The footways have to be physically cleared and only a proportion of our 600 km 
network can be successfully tackled within a three-to-five day period. 
 
 
 
London Borough of Lewisham response 
 
The key matters from Lewisham's point of view: 
 
• Lewisham's Emergency Planning and Business Continuity arrangements were activated. 

Gold, Silver and Bronze.  
• London Local Authority Co-ordination Centre was activated to provide and receive 

information from all London Boroughs.  
• Regular situation reports were provided to the LLACC for LRT & Government. Included were 

Grit/salt audits of borough stocks.  
• There was a 24/7 response with Emergency Planning, BP, BC and our Local authority 

Transport and highways department.  
 
Lewisham continued to receive sufficient deliveries of salt to allow prudent gritting.  
Gritting of primary routes was carried out throughout, including continuous gritting from the 
Sunday evening onwards.  Some of the highest/steepest roads in Forest Hill, included on 
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Primary Route 4 but not bus routes, quickly became impassable (gritter drivers considered them 
to be too dangerous) so these were not cleared till Tuesday afternoon. 
 
We concentrated on gritting on the primary traffic routes which take in the main roads, local 
distributor roads, bus routes and emergency service priority routes and roads with steep 
gradients. Once these were done a series of secondary routes such as roads serving schools and 
premises used by special needs groups and other locations with specific access problems are 
similarly treated. 
 
Over the last week we have laid approximately 800 tonnes of salt throughout the borough. 
Normally when residents report problems on particular roads which are not included on the 
above gritting routes, we prioritise these and carry out gritting when resources are available. 
However as more unsettled weather has been forecast, we are currently having to reserve our 
remaining salt stock to ensure that our primary and secondary routes can be kept clear. The 
Highways Agency are using the data supplied from area agencies (eg LLACC) to see where grit is 
most needed.  
 
Footways are not routinely treated and do not form part of the primary route. However our 
Cleansing Department are have been gritting footways on a priority use basis i.e.. major town 
centres, local shopping centres, footways close to heavily used areas e.g.. schools, railway 
stations, hospitals and medical centres, footways designated as "safe route to school" and other 
locations with specific access problems. 
 
The main issue was the relationship with TfL.  
 
The two bus depots in Lewisham, New Cross and Catford, are both on the TLRN. A service, for 
example, from New Cross Gate to Lewisham and a service from Bromley to Lewisham could have 
been operated entirely on TfL roads. Therefore the complete lack of buses on Monday was not 
purely due to Borough roads but reflected the weather conditions. 
 
Although gritting of footways on the TLRN is a TfL responsibility, no footway gritting was, as 
far as we are aware, carried out and some Lewisham stocks of salt were used to deal with town 
centres. 
 
We found that London Buses communicated via the LLACC requests to us for matters which 
were clearly not a Lewisham issue. Examples being gritting of the access ramp from New Cross 
depot onto the A2, Deptford Bridge (on the A2), the private Sainsbury's site at New Cross Gate 
and a location not in Lewisham. Since some of these were communicated to officers at night 
this was not helpful, and an assumption that the Borough is responsible for all gritting is 
similarly not helpful.  
 
 
 
London Borough of Newham response 
  
We are going to start a complete review of our procedures following the recent conditions. 
  
Newham currently provides winter maintenance for the A13 on behalf of TfL and we have been 
in constant contact with TfL ensuring we have sufficient salt supplies for both the Borough and 
the strategic network. TfL have been helpful in securing additional salt supplies as ours has run 
very low, which has resulted in reducing the salting on local road footpaths. 
  
The new recently set up Borough's emergency planning team were heavily involved in 
coordination particularly with the LLACC. 
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Our precautionary routes included bus routes and the depots. In the early hours of Tuesday 
morning we were called out to grit the bus depot in Canning Town, this request came from the 
LLACC via our emergency planning officer. An officer and a gritter was despatched and the area 
and it was both salted and ploughed. A learning point when taking to the LLAC was that there 
seemed to be confusion as to where the highway boundary was and the bus depot started, our 
gritter was instructed to go into the depot grounds if necessary on the direction of depot 
managers. It would be worth highway authorities agreeing with the bus operator exactly what 
areas need to be salted to enable bus services to exit the depots in the event of heavy snowfall. 
  
 
 
London Borough of Southwark response 
 
General Operational Procedures 
 
Southwark Council has a winter service plan which documents the procedures in place to deal 
with snow and ice on the public highway. This plan is revised and published annually. 
Operational staff, are on standby 24hrs a day during the winter months, generally November 
through to March.  
 
Weather reports are received four times each day and the nominated Council officers will review 
the weather forecasts and instruct the operational staff accordingly.  
 
The Councils gritting operation is carried out by the Highways maintenance term contractor (FM 
Conway) to a pre-determined action plan as published on the website. This action plan 
prioritises various roads and routes in terms of hazard potential and secondly traffic and 
pedestrian movements to ensure that inbound and outbound traffic movements are maintained. 
In addition the Council’s plan has provision for the re-allocation of in house cleaning staff 
(Southwark Hygiene Services) to snow clearance duties 
 
The labour and plant resources provided are sufficient to implement that plan.  
 
Secondary and residential roads are not treated until the priority routes are in a safe and useable 
condition. It should also be noted that because of the intensity of gritting necessary on the 
priority routes in these unusually severe conditions our stockpiles of salt were rapidly reducing 
at a time when there was no respite in sight. 
 
A limited amount of gritting was carried out on secondary routes but at this time supplies were 
short and needed to be conserved to ensure the Council could comply with its legal obligations 
under the action plan. 
 
Officers were aware of the severe weather warning and made arrangements to top up the salt 
supplies and have all vehicles and staff on standby. 
 
Proposed action plans were in place based on the latest weather forecasts and revised 
accordingly as the weather situation changed. 
 
Emergency Response 
 
At approximately 11.00 a.m. on Monday February 2 it was decided to implement the Borough’s 
emergency plan to level 3, to enable greater coordination of the Council’s response in relation 
to the protection of vulnerable people, the maintenance of priority routes and the liaison with 
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schools and parents, together with access to the London-wide emergency planning systems 
including the provision of mutual aid for salt supplies.   
 
Gritting Operations 
 
Gritting operations for Sunday 1st February were planned to commence at 2200 hrs but this was 
revised to 1800hrs. 
 
Gritting continued non stop from this time concentrating on the priority routes as salt supplies 
were not guaranteed. 
 
Approximately 700T of salt was available in the Councils depot with additional salt on order (not 
delivered due to demand at suppliers). 
 
From Saturday 31st January to Monday 2nd February approximately 600T of salt was used to grit 
priority roads and footways. 
 
It was apparent that our salt supplies would not be replenished to adequate levels and a 
decision was the made to retain existing stock to supply the gritting vehicles for priority 
carriageways and footways only. 
 
Limited gritting was therefore done to secondary routes and minor roads housing estates and 
school premises. 
 
 
 
Westminster City Council response 
 
What follows is necessarily a brief and preliminary assessment from the standpoint of 
Westminster City Council.   
 
Key Points 
 
Westminster discharged its duty to grit its roads and pavements throughout the period of 
snowfall, and retains adequate reserves at the time of writing. We managed to secure additional 
salt through our contractors during the week, and supplied some to other boroughs which were 
running low.  Our preparations and response to the severe weather, including our liaison with 
other agencies, generally worked well. 
 
On the basis of the data collated by the London Local Authorities Co-ordination Centre, it 
appears that London as a whole held insufficient salt to meet needs in the event of a severe 
weather episode. 
 
Also on the same evidence, it appears that some boroughs carried out gritting operations at very 
much lower levels than others, suggesting widely differing interpretations of their statutory 
obligations under severe weather conditions.  
 
Preparations and Response including the roles of and contact between local 
authorities, TFL and other relevant organisations. 
 
At around 11.00 on the morning of Sunday 1 February, in response to Met Office forecasts,  
Westminster commenced a full pre-treatment mobilisation of its Winter Service Plan. 16 of the 
24 pre treatment routes were completed prior to switching to full winter service. By 0800 on the 
morning of the 2nd  we had spread over 300 tonnes of salt – this, despite a closure of the 
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Westway (our route to the salt store at Alperton).  The deployment consisted of 7 gritters, street 
sweepers manually treating footway locations (subway steps, ramps, crossing points, bus stops, 
schools etc), 'Powerflex' units mechanically salting footways, and pedestrian-operated 
snowblades to clear snow from footways. By the time heavy snow arrived, all main roads in 
Westminster (including all bus routes) had been gritted, and gritting continued without 
cessation for the next 2 days and nights.   Footways were also gritted in accordance with the 
hierarchy of priorities outlined in our Winter Service Plan.  
 
As regards roles of and contact with other organisations: 
 
• Our contacts with boroughs such as Brent and Camden are mainly via our shared contractor 

(Veolia Environmental Services) and usually concern requests for salt. (We provided 90 
tonnes to Camden and also 20 tonnes to Tower Hamlets).  

• L.B.Lambeth notify us of their mobilisations but have no direct influence on our operations 
within Westminster. Under a formally lapsed but operationally maintained reciprocal 
agreement, rather than each of us working up to the boundary in the middle of Waterloo, 
Westminster, Vauxhall and Lambeth Bridges, we each take responsibility for whole bridges. 
As far as winter service is concerned, WCC look after the whole span of Waterloo Bridge. 
WCC also has responsibility for both spans of the Golden Jubilee footbridges, including the 
steps on the Lambeth side. TfL are responsible for winter service on Westminster, Lambeth 
and Vauxhall Bridges. 

• TfL also notify us of their mobilisations, in response to which we suspend sweeping on their 
network and resort to litter-picking only. As far as buses are concerned we map our priority 
routes as far as practicable to accommodate the bus routes illustrated on the TfL website 
(we specifically reviewed them again for this years 'Plan'). On the morning of 2 February 
council contractors attended Westbourne Park Bus Garage to assist in snow clearance. (The 
road outside the garage had been gritted by Westminster contractors between 0245 and 
0420).  As TfL will confirm, we have an excellent record of co-operative working since 2003 
(we have previously provided the winter service in respect of their footways, and continue to 
respond positively to requests for assistance). Our priority routes seek to ensure ready 
access and egress to and from their strategic network. During last week’s weather event we 
provided assistance by salting the Victoria station bus stands, and have responded positively 
to a TfL request for advice on effective treatment of footways.  

• In addition we provide a winter service for the Royal Parks in respect of their own roads, and 
try to respond positively to requests for assistance from other agencies where there are no 
standing arrangements in place (for example, last week supplying salt to Charing Cross 
police station who would otherwise have been unable to get their vehicles out of their yard; 
and to St Marys Hospital in Paddington to spread salt on the ramps facilitating access by 
pedestrians and ambulances from South Wharf Road to the A&E Department). 

• We monitor weather forecasts 4 times a day and send alerts and/or notifications of 
mobilisations to the Royal Parks and to Westminster’s Business Improvement Districts.    

 
Supply and Use of Salt 
 
On Wednesday 4th February a number of London Boroughs (including WCC) were made aware, 
via their suppliers, that their supplies of road salt were to be curtailed.  
 
We were given to understand that the UK’s largest supplier of road salt, Salt Union, had been in 
discussion with the Highways Agency, and that in consequence no more salt was to be delivered 
to any Local Authorities until stockpiles were replenished at Highways Agency depots around 
the country.  
  
The Highways Agency subsequently denied that any such agreement had been made, but 
thereafter the government, in consultation with the LGA and the Highways Agency, announced 
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that it was now essential that clear advice on prioritisation be provided to salt suppliers to help 
get deliveries where they were most needed and ensure key routes were kept open.   
 
Daily reports based on data from local authorities would advise suppliers of those in greatest 
need, with prioritisation based on daily demand estimates informed by the Met Office’s 24 hour 
forecast, and comparisons between existing salt stocks and available supply.   
 
In London this was done by a London Local Authorities Co-ordination Centre (set up by London 
Resilience and staffed by LFB) to collect data, liaise with Government and the Highways 
Agency, and co-ordinate mutual support between boroughs whose supplies were running low.  
 
In the event Westminster was able to secure continued salt deliveries, but this was achieved via 
our own supply chain rather than the operation of any London-wide system of prioritisation.   
Westminster did however participate in mutual aid arrangements on a bilateral basis, providing 
110 tonnes to other boroughs (90 to Camden and 20 to Tower Hamlets).   Westminster was 
offered 50 tonnes from TfL on the night of Friday 6th February, but our assessment of the 
detailed weather forecasts and our own remaining stocks led us to conclude that we had 
sufficient to see us through, and in a spirit of mutual aid we agreed that it should go elsewhere.   
 
It is accepted that the gathering of London-wide data on the level of salt stocks helped make 
the case for the release of salt to those boroughs which were running low.  But attempts to co-
ordinate a London-wide approach to operations (as distinct from salt supply) did not work as 
well.  ‘One size fits all’ advice on overnight gritting for London as a whole (for example, advice 
that all boroughs maintain gritting operations on the night of 5 February) were misguided, and 
if followed would have resulted in large-scale wastage of scarce salt.  
 
Data collected from borough Emergency Planning Officers for LLACC show great disparities in 
the amount of salt which boroughs had stockpiled and available to meet the conditions London 
faced on 2 February, so that by the third day some had no stocks remaining.   
 
Equally large were the disparities in salt usage, with very great variations in gritting rates 
between different London boroughs. From the data available, it appears that full gritting 
operations in Westminster used up to ten times as much salt per day as in some other boroughs. 
Bexley’s declared level of daily salt use was 250 tonnes per day, Merton’s 300, and 
Westminster’s 400-plus. But some boroughs appeared to be using less than 50 tonnes per day 
under full Winter Service gritting conditions.   
 
Lessons Learned 
 
S 41 of the Highways Act places a duty on local authorities to ‘ensure, so far as is reasonably 
practicable, that safe passage along a highway is not endangered by snow or ice’.   On the basis 
of the data provided by LLACC it appears that, at the very least, there are widely divergent 
views among London boroughs as to what constitutes ‘reasonable practicability’ under severe 
weather conditions.   Moreover, it is clear from the LLACC data that London as a whole held an 
insufficient supply of salt stockpiled to meet the capital’s needs in the event of a severe weather 
episode. 
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How to order 
For further information on this report or to order a copy, please 
contact Inga Staples-Moon, Assistant Scrutiny Manager, on 020 7983 
6540 or email: inga.staples-moon@london.gov.uk 

See it for free on our website 
You can also view a copy of the report on the GLA website: 
http://www.london.gov.uk/assembly/reports 

Large print, braille or translations 
If you, or someone you know, needs a copy of this report in large print 
or braille, or a copy of the summary and main findings in another 
language, then please call us on: 020 7983 4100 or email: 
assembly.translations@london.gov.uk. 

Chinese 

 

Hindi 

 

Vietnamese 

 

Bengali 

 

Greek 

 

Urdu 

 

Turkish 

 

Arabic 

 

Punjabi 

 

Gujarati 

 
 

Appendix 3  Orders and 
translations 
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An aim for action 
An Assembly scrutiny is not an end in itself. It aims for action to 
achieve improvement. 

Independence 
An Assembly scrutiny is conducted with objectivity; nothing should be 
done that could impair the independence of the process. 

Holding the Mayor to account 
The Assembly rigorously examines all aspects of the Mayor’s 
strategies. 

Inclusiveness 
An Assembly scrutiny consults widely, having regard to issues of 
timeliness and cost. 

Constructiveness 
The Assembly conducts its scrutinies and investigations in a positive 
manner, recognising the need to work with stakeholders and the 
Mayor to achieve improvement. 

Value for money 
When conducting a scrutiny the Assembly is conscious of the need to 
spend public money effectively. 

 

Appendix 4  Principles of 
scrutiny page 
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